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Preface

Tne purpose ot tnis study was to deternine aplicatiols

for automated management systems in Civil Engineering RED

HORSE squadrons, and to ma~e recommendations for the

development and implementation of these systems. Extensive

interviews witn RED ORSE squadron personnel, and various

systems analysis methodologies presented in the current

literature, provided the oasis for this researcn effort.

The length of tnis report suggests that I proviae

advice for tnose attempting to read and understand tais

report. Readers not familiar with RED HORSE squadrons and

their recent automation efforts snould find tne oackground

information in Chapter 1, the findings of Chapter 4, and the

descriptive models of Cnapter 5 nelpfui in understanding tne

RED HORSE squadron environment and problems managers face

with their current manual information systems. System

designers should carefully review Appendix D and Chapter 7

for more detailed descriptions of MIS and DSS appLications

and the system capabilities required to support them.

fnis researcn and the preparation of this thesis couli

not have been accomplished without the help of others. I an

deeply indebted to the many individuals in the 820cn and

823rd RED HORSE squadrons who patiently endured my

interviews, and provided tne data for this researcn. I also

thank my faculty advisor, Major Hal Rumsey and ny thesis

reader, Capt John Morrill for their continuing patience and
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assistince during rcnis ffort. Finally, I qisi co tqank my

wife Sheila for nter understanding and motivational support

thlroughout this difficult year.
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A:3 r ic t

•ne aeveioment of automat .1 . n.ale.n2n n sys i.n3 Dr-

USAF Civil Engineering Rapid Engineer Ueploiaole, de y -

Operational Repair Squadron, Engineer (RED HjSE) sq-ijrr)ns

has lagged behind other Air Force Engineering and Ser i-2: .'

organizations. The low 12vl or autunation in t.i23--

squadrons may be due in part to the differences in tne ay

they operate and a lack of understanaing of rneir auro.natli

management system needs. Tnis study defines tne autonation

needs of RED dORSE squadrons, and identifies various

Management Information System (M1IS) and Decision Support

System (DSS) applications, by analyzing tne decision-a'ii i.

information needs of managers in these squadrons.

rae results of interviews with managers in two RDS.

HORSE squadrons, as well as a review of regilations and

policy material, provided the data for tnis scuay. Dats - -

and Decision Analysis techniques were used to deternine the

decision-making information needs of various managers in

the squadron. Descriptive and normative models of key

decision processes were used to identify potential MIS/0SS - -

application areas. Key decisions were analyzed to identify

tne automated system capabilities required to support tnese

decisions. Finally, a risk assessment of the system

implementation environment was used to identify potential T-I

i x



-oarriers to cne effective implementation of autonat i

systems in a R&D HORSE squadron.

£he researcn findings indicate the pri.nary AIS

applications are reports of personnel, equipment, ana

venicle availaoility; training scnedules; project status;

and readiness status to tne different managers involved in

tne two major squadron activities--accomplisning troop

training projects, and maintaining cornoat readiness.

Several DSS applications are reco.nmended to proviie

managers with support in scneduling training projects,

scheduling individuals for training and project

deployments, and forecasting funds or material

requirements. A six-step implementation strategy is also

presented to improve user acceptance and facilitate the

integration of applications oetween users.
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? )7-i1IIAL INFORMATION AND DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
APPLICATIONS FOR A CIVIL ENGINEERING

RED HORSE SQUADRON

I.Introduction

Within Air Force Civil Engineering, the Civil

Engineering Rapid Engineer Deployable, Heavy Operations

Squadron, Engineers (RED HORSE) are 400-man squaarons wnicfl

provide a combat engineering construction capability to

support the USAF mission worldwide. In peacetime, these

squadrons accomplish heavy construction and repair projects

at different bases to maintain proficiency in their wartime

skills. The vast resources of these squadrons and their

tremendous construction capability require thiat the managers

V

in these organizations make the best possible decisions in

allocating squadron resources. Effective Decision Support

Systems (DSS) and Management Information Systems (MIS) can

greatly enhance the quality of these decisions.

As part of the effort to improve the efficiency and

effectiveness of Air Force Civil Engineering units, the Air

Force is introducing the Work Information Management System

(WIMS) in all Base Civil Engineering (BCE) Squadrons (15).

These systems utilize a WANG mud-computer network system to

support application software developed by the USAF. RED

HORSE squadrons have been the target of similar automation

alloatig sqadrn reoures. ffetiveDecsionSupor1

Systms (SS)and anaemen InormaionSystms MIS)cn.



attempts, but with less success. While the squadrons have

obtained small micro-computer systems, the automation re-

quirements of these squadrons are not adequately defined.

Justification for Study

RED HORSE Squadrons have a different mission and

operate differently from Base Civil Engineering Squadrons.

Compared with the BCE squadrons, RED HORSE squadrons nave

little experience with computers. Prior to the introduction

of WIMS, most BCE squadrons operated witn BEAMS (Base

Engineer Automated Management System). Because of this, the

use of computers in BCE squadrons may be more institutional-

ized. RED HORSE Squadrons, on the other hand, have not usea

BEAMS. They have relied on manual information systems best

characterized by bulky files and wall hung "grease boards".

RED HORSE squadrons implementing computer systems must

identify and design useful applications before the intended

benefits and objectives of any automation program can be

realized. This thesis research effort is directed towards

helping RED HORSE squadrons develop automation applications

by examining their information needs and providing

recommendations based on an analysis of those needs.

Background

"RED HORSE squadrons provide a highly mobile, rapidly

deployable civil engineering response force that is self-

sufficient for limited periods of time" (17:6). To support

2
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wartime and peacetime contingencies, RED HORSE squadron

personnel and equipment resources are assigned to

specialized mobility teams. The composition of tnlese teams

is described in Air Force Regulation 93-9, Civil Engineering

RED HORSE Squadrons. During peacetime, these squadrons

conduct specialized personnel training in various areas,

such as chemical warfare, Rapid Runway Repair (RRR),

explosives demolition, special weapons, expedient methods,

and security training (17:26-30). Squadrons also conduct

periodic deployment exercises in the field. Troop training

projects provide valuable peacetime proficiency training

for the craftsmen assigned to the squadron. Personnel are

deployed to other bases to do construction and heavy repair

projects. Because of these activities, the environment in

the squadron is characterized by a constantly fluctuating

work force, as people and equipment move from one project

or exercise to anotner. To accomplish its mission, each

squadron is divided into four main branches. An

organizational chart for a typical RED HORSj squadron is

shown in Figure 1.

The Engineering Branch contains the Engineering Design

and Site Development/Drafting sections. They provide

engineering field support; conduct field surveys, site

selection, and base layout; and perform quality control

inspection and material testing (17:16).

3



RED HORSE SQUADRON ORGANIZATION

Commander
(CC)

Deputy Commanderl

Trainingfet
(OT) S

Unit Mobility Center . Funds Manageme nt
(UMC)(FM)

CCT~ato j Engineeringl perationsI Logistic

CCQ, CCF, DA DO 00 1 LG

Engineering Operations Logistics
Design (DEE) Center (DOO) Plans (LGX)

Site Development Cantonment Vehicle
(DEP) Flight (DOS) Maintenance

(LGT)
Airfield
Flight (DOP) Supply (LGS

Detachments Services
(LGF)

Medical
(SG)

Figure 1. Organizational Chart (17:17)

The Logistics Branch contains Vehicle Maintenance,

Supply, Services, and Logistics Plans sections. It provides

all logistics support, including maintenance of all venicles

and equipment; storage, control, and issue of all materials,

clothing, and weapons; operation and maintenance of field

messing and laundry services; medical care; and the

preparation and maintenance of squadron mobility plans

(17:18-19).

4
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The Operations Branch contains the Operations Center, 1
Cantonment Flight (vertical sk~ills) and Airfields Flight

(horizontal skills). Tne Operations Center schedules and

monitors all RED HORSE work projects and deployments. The

Cantonment and Airfields Flights provide the craftsmen or

workforce to accomplish vertical and horizontal

construction, including utility systems, paving, well

drilling, and explosive demolition operations (17:17-18).

The Administrative Branch includes the Squadron Section

Commander, First Sergeant, and Squadron Orderly Room func-

tions. It provides support to the Commander in discipline,

morale, and administration of squadron personnel. Other

special staff functions include Resource Management,

Training, and the Unit Mobility Center.

Automation Efforts. Compared to BCE squadrons, whicn

implemented BEAMS in the early 1970's, RED HORSE squadrons

have only recently shifted their interest towara

automation. Early efforts were mainly focused on

administrative functions through the acquisition of word

processing equipment. In 1984, the 820th and 823rd RED

HORSE squadrons received Z-100 micro-computers as part of a

Headquarters Tactical Air Command (HQ TAC) computer buy.

While some of the micro-computers were to be used for

mobility applications, such as load planning, the squadrons

were left to develop their own applications for the

remainder of the systems. A 15 May 1985 RED HORSE

5



Information Management System (RHIMS) study, conaucted Oy

the Air Force Civil Zngineering and Services Center (M

AFESC), stated the automation requirement tor R6D HOL SS

squadrons:

A computer system with interface and broadoand networ<
inclusive of all RED HORSE squadrons, deployed loca-
tions and sites. Implementation of this integrated
information management system for resource
allocations, scheauling, tracking and control using
CRT terminals; programmable intelligent terminals;
sheet, continuous form, and portaole printers;
plotters; and minicomputers. The system will provide
a central point for information regarding training;
personnel actions; work force management an
assignments; mobility and deployment planning;
administrative management of squadron activities; work
processing and control to include tracking, material
processing, job management to work processing,
tracking, and long requirements generation, ano design
scheduling and analysis; and squadron financial
management. This system will provide almost total
automation of the critical functions of a civil engi-
neering RED HORSE squadron ana provide management with
summary data on the operation of the organization to
allow identification in graphical format of problem
areas and inefficient operations. (6:1)

During October and November 198b, tne 820tih and d23rJ

RED HORSE squadrons each received a WANG VS-100 mini-compJ-

er system which consisted of 3J workstations, one central

processing unit, two 175-megabyte disk drives, one 75-mega-

byte disk drive, and three printers. These systems were

transferred from Air Force Regional Civil Engineer (AFRCE)

offices by the Directorate of Information Systems,

HQ AFESC/SI, as a result of AFRCE hardware upgrades. rhese

systems were valued at over $200,OUu each (26).

Initial telephone interviews with several Key managers

at the 823rd RED HORSE indicated Little support for the new

6
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computer systen. Some concerns voiced were as follow: "It

will costs us $30,000 a year to maintain!", "Is the 823rd

ready for this mucn computer?" "We can do everything our

section needs on a Z-248." "Can we justify this system?"

Questions concerning the plan for installing the system

elicited such responses as: "Maybe we should be asking--Do

we want to take it out of the box?" "It may not be to late

to nip this [WANG computer] in the bud."

These concerns may reflect limited knowledge and

experience of squadron personnel with automated management

systems and tneir own information needs. Since the system

is basically a "forced implementation" initiated by the

Major Command (MAJCOM), Tactical Air Command (TAC), and HQ

AFESC, squadron personnel may have trouble supporting the

implementation. In addition very little direction was

provided to the squadrons to implement the system (5; 36).

During a RED HORSE Commanders Conference in April 1967,

the HQ AFESC Directorate of Readiness and the RED HORSE

Squadrons decided to postpone the implementation of the

WANG systems and proceed with the development of application

software for the Z-100 and Z-24d micro-computers (7; 12;

35). The 203rd CES(HR) Air National Guard, a newly formea

unit, was designated as the pilot unit for RED HORSE

automation. This unit was selected because they volunteered

and because they had a few people in their unit who were

interested in personal computers (12; 35).

71
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Proolem Statement

The direction RED HUASE automation efforts tooK as the

result of the 1987 RED HORSE C,.rmmanders Conference appears
to represent a wholesale abandonment of the concepts estab-

lished in the 1985 RHIMS study. If the RED HORSE automation

program is designed by individuals oriented towards personal

(micro) computers, the resulting system will most likely

take that form. Also, if the system is designed by a few

individuals with limited knowledge of the information

requirements of the users outside their own section, the

resulting system may not be well integrated for total

squadron support. This approach raises several questions.

Will the designers understand the information needs of all

squadron managers? Will their system design satisfy the

automation requirements of other squadrons? Finally, will

their design allow for system growth as other applications

arise?

The 1975 RHIMS study noted several problems with the

existing systems based on micro-computers and host base

automation support. According to the study,

Only limited procedures are available to produce spe-
cial inquiries or reports or to establish application
data bases. These procedures are often inadequate due
to data field constraints, lack of automated editiny,
and the need to use a nonuser oriented programming
language to develop application reports. Additionally
terminals are limited in number and physical
availability discourages user involvement in the
existing system. . . . Our present method of using
other organizations' automated systems allows RED
HORSE to automate only a small part of work
requirements and is not state-of-the-art nor user
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friendly if it is available at all .... The
current system being used by RED HORSE is not
responsive enough to functional user requirements for
information, nor is it flexible enough to allow user
development and fine tuning of information
subsystems. (6:2)

It is not clear if an automated system based on stand-alone

micro-computers will overcome these problems; however, the

design of a mini-computer based network system would also

pose problems.

If RED HORSE squadrons implement an automated

management system based on the WANG computer, they will be

given the BCE WIMS software to select the application

programs they can use or modify. It will be the

responsibility of each RED HORSE squadron to develop the

balance of the applications to meet their unique

requirements (14; 48). This would be a difficult task for

several reasons. First, RED HORSE squadrons lack expertise

in working with computers, since their only prior experience

is with small Zenith Z-100 and Z-248 micro-computers.

Secondly, the small numoer of RED HORSE squadrons will not

get the cross-flow of ideas and applications that BCE

organizations will. This is due to the fact that there are

only four active RED HORSE squadrons, whereas there are

over 100 BCE squadrons that will be using WIMS. Finally,

the difference in the RED HORSE mission makes it difficult

for them to develop specific applications.

A BCE squadron has fairly standard base operating and

maintenance responsibilities that require specific computer

9
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applications such as real property, utilities management,

military family housing, and contract management. RED

HORSE squadrons do not nave base maintenance responsibili-

ties, and are much more mobile. They spend most of their

time training for their wartime mission, either in garrison

or at deployed locations. Thus, they may not be able to

dedicate personnel to the development of applications.

Their people may simply not have the time, due to deploy-

ments and exercises.

The primary problem seems to be the lacK of any central

policy, based on a detailed analysis of user needs, to guide

the development of automated management systems for RED

HORSE squadrons. There is no analysis to validate the early

automation program decisions. For managers in the RED HORSE

squadrons, the management questions are--What type of

system do we need, and how do I get the greatest benefits

from it? This research attempted to answer these questions

and provide a basis for future policy decisions by
'p

identifying user requirements through data collection and

analysis.

Research Objectives

The objectives of this research were to [1] identify

areas where MIS/DSS systems should be applied, [21 provide

recommendations for the development of specific DSS appli-

cations, and [31 provide recommendations for the imple-

mentation and long term development of these systems.

10



Research Questions

To make the most effective use of these automateo

management systems, managers must develop good applications

and implement them effectively. Specifically, the following

questions must be answered:

1. Who are the key managers and what are their deci-
sion-making information needs?

2. What are the problems associated with current infor-
mation processes?

3. What capabilities of the MIS/DSS system are re-
quired?

4. What factors will affect the implementation of the
system?

Assumptions

This research was based on the following assumptions:

1. No major changes to the RED HORSE mission or man-
agement policy will occur in the near future.

2. Basic operating procedures, mission, and policy
are the same for all RED HORSE squadrons, since f-

AFR 93-9, Civil Engineering RED HORSE Squadrons,
governs.

Scope and Limitations
.A

The basic purpose of this research was to identify some

specific computer applications and make recommendations as

to their design and implementation. This information

provides a starting point for the development of prototype

MIS/DSS systems that will demonstrate the usefulness of the

system and help stimulate user interest in developing other

applications. Furthermore, it was not the objective of this

0'
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research to write the actual software for the MIS/DSS appli-

cations, but to identify specific applications and tne

associated system capabilities to support them.

Due to time constraints and the difficulty associated

with getting information from overseas bases, only two CONUS

RED HORSE squadrons, the 820th CES(HR) and 823rd CES(HR),

were considered in this research. The focus of the

applications was limited to the peacetime management

activities of a RED HORSE squadron, and did not address the

automation needs of a squadron deployed under field

conditions. Despite this scope limitation, the

methodologies presented in this research can be used to

determine those needs.

12
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II. Literature Review of MIS/DSS Design and
Implementation Aethodologies

Since the development of the first computer, automated

information systems have been evolving from large expensive

systems with limited utility, to smaller inexpensive sys-

tems with powerful applications for practicing managers.

The earliest Data Processing (DP) systems evolved into

Management Information systems (MIS), wnich focused on

improving the efficiency of managers (2; 42). In more

recent times, information systems have evolved that focus

on the improved effectiveness of decision makers. These

systems are called Decision Support Systems (DSS). Tne

concept of Decision Support Systems is relatively new.

Indeed, most of the theory associated with DSS nas occurred

since the early 1970's and too little research is

available to offer a universally accepted prescription for

designing and implementing these systems.

In this chapter, the current literature will be

reviewed in order to develop a methodology for

accomplisning the research objectives. First, some

differences between MIS and DSS and their development

processes will be examined. Next, different analysis

methodologies will be discussed to provide a basis for

data collection and analysis. Finally, various

considerations for system implementation will be reviewed

13



to guide the recommendations for the long term development

of RED HORSE automation systems.

MIS versus DSS

According to Menkus, Management Information Systems

"are those [systems] that drive the organization; they

carry out its basic functions--funds accounting, production

control, and the like" (30:32). The primary focus of MIS

is on information flows, structured tasks and decisions,

improving manager's efficiency, and data inquiry and report

generation (28:1,2; 42:7). DSS, on the other hand, are

"interactive computer-based systems that help decision

makers utilize data and models to solve unstructured

problems" (42:4). A DSS combines a dialog component, which

provides the user-interface; a memory component, which

includes a data base; and a modeling component that

provides the analytical capabilities for problem solving

(42:260,301).

'rhe primary focus of DSS is on decisions, semi-

structured and unstructured tasks, improving the

effectiveness of managers, and user-initiated and user-

controlled models that help conceptualize the problem or

decision (28:2; 42:7). DSS may use information provided in

an MIS (30:32), and are generally regarded as representing

"a natural evolutivn in computer applications" (28:2).

14



AIS Systain Development Process

According to Alexander (1:1 2o-1283), tne systemns

development process can be divided into three phases: the

systems analysis phase, the design phase, ana the

implementation phase. In the systems analysis phase, a

detailed description of the system is developed to allow

the analyst to "examine its individual segments and

understand thoroughly the reasons behind any peculiarities

he may find" (1:127). This descriptive model is developed

using many information sources such as policy and

procedures manuals, organization charts, and personal

interviews with managers and subordinates in the

organizational units.

In the design phase, the descriptive model is usea to

identify deficiencies in the existing system. A normative

model is then developed to overcome these deficiencies.

The final phase is the implementation of the new

system. In this phase, the specifications for the new

system are developed and put into action by an

implementation plan which sets fortn the activities and

individuals responsible for accomplishing them. This

includes the development and testing of computer programs, U

training for the people who will use the system, and

periodic evaluations to control the overall implementation

program.



DSS System Development Process

The development approacn for DSS systems is similar to

that for MIS systems in that it requires a description of

the current system as a starting point for the development

of the new system.

Sprague and Carlson (42) recommend a four-phased

development process that assesses user needs and builds

user commitment early in the development of the system, ana

provides for an evolutionary development process based on

the implementation of a specific OSS.

Phase I: Preliminary Study and Feasibility

Assessment. Surveys and interviews with key managers are

used "to determine the extent of DSS-type applications"

and "the likelihood that these needs will continue or

increase in the future" (42:67). The implementer starts

explaining the DSS to users during this phase.

Phase II: Developing the DSS Environment. Once it

has been determined that a DSS is needed, a DSS group is

formed to formulate the objectives, manage the development

effort, and help users "bring the technology to bear on his

or her problems" (42:64). During this phase, the "minimal

set of tools [hardware and software] and data" are acquired

to start the first DSS, and the group continues to build

user commitment to the project.

Phase III: Developing the Initial Specific DSS. Dur-

ing this phase, the DSS group works with users to identify

16
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a need "with a high probability of early observaole

benefits" (42:68), and to develop a specific JSS to deal

witn this need. The specific DSS supports a specific

decision or a specific decision-making process (42:301).

Tni.s initial specific DSS is upgraded and refined to

respond to users' needs.

Phase IV: Developing a Suosequent Specific DS3. Tnis

final phase is really a continuous process of finding new

applications and developing specific DS to deal with them.

The authors note that this "staged development approach

leads to the development of a DSS generator wnich evolves

from the process of building several specific DSS" (42:69).

Keen (28) recommends a pre-design cycle to help

identify the decisions that may benefit from decision

support ana to introduce, early in the design process, *

those factors such as user commitment and resources that

will affect implementation. rhis pre-design cycle, as

outlined in Figure 2, nelps to select areas for DSS support

and to define, compare, and select specific design

alternatives.

Perhaps the most significant difference in the design

of MIS and DSS systems is the focus of the design effort.

Whereas MIS design is a process oriented approach that

focuses on the inputs and outputs of the system, the design

of a DSS must be process inoepenoent and focus on what the

system is intended to do (28:180).

17
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Moni.tor and descri oe Ientify aegree of
the current deci.si.on commitment, Key
process i.nterests, and

perspectives. Build
momentum for cnange

LDetermine the key Define objecti'ves for
decisi.ons support effort

Delfine normative Identify resources
model(s) a va i. lable

Compare the
and descr.pti.ve Design alternatives;
normative models operationalize goals,

costs, benefits;
identify key .i.ssues

Select areas and constraints on
for support implementation

Design
Stage

Figure 2. rhe Pre-design Cycle (28:177)

Decision Type and Structure

The design of a DSS must be process independent. It

must be built in the context of tne decision and tne deci-

sion maker. Keen (28:85-9b), describes a framework for

analysis of decisi.ons that allows the system designer to

identify those decisions that are better suited for ei.ther

MIS or DSS support. Thi.s framework is based on two uni-

dimensional taxonomies developed by R.i4. Anthony and rI.A.

Simon (28:81).

18
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rhe first aimension classities the decision in tnree

categories with respect to the type of decisions involved.

The first, strategic planning, is "the process of decidiny

on objectives of the organization, on changes in these

objectives, on the resources used to obtain these objec-

tives, and on the politics that are to govern acquisition,

use, and disposition of resources" (28:82). The second,

management control, is "the process by which managers

assure that resources are obtained and used effectively and

efficiently in the accomplishment of tne organization's

objectives" (28:82). Finally, operational control is "tne

process of assuring that specific tasks are effectively and

efficiently carried out" (28:82).

The second dimension classifies decisions by the level

of difficulty or to the extent that they are repetitive and

routine. Structured decisions are those decisions that do

not require a manager to solve. They are routine to the

point that a procedure has been developed to handle them.

Clerical personnel, data processing, or management science

models are best used here. Unstructured decisions are

those hard or unusual decisions that cannot be programmed

and require some degree of human intuition to solve. Semi-

structured decisions are those decisions that are

difficult enough to require some system support, but also

require some judgment and intuition on the part of the

manager. DSS are best used here.

19
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TYPE OF
DECISIUN AAiNAGEMENT ACTIVITY

Operational Management Strategic Support
Control Control Planning Needed

Structured Clerical,

EDP or MS
Models

Semi- DSS
Structured

Un- Human
Structured Intuition

Figure 3. A Framework for Information Systems (28:87)

MIS/DSS Analysis Techniques

As mentioned previously, the starting point for the

development of a DSS is a descriptive model of the

existing system. Systems analysis techniques are used to

develop the descriptive model.

Systems Analysis. Systems analysis attempts to aeter-

mine the essential nature of present information flows.

"Documenting them estaolishes a conceptual oase ootft for

tne detailed analysis of the current system and the subse-

quent development of the improveu one" (1:131). According

to Sprague and Carlson, "Systems analysis refers to tile

initial steps, which include 1) analyzing the existing

activities or problem area, and 2) defining the performance

requirements of the system that will De applied to those

activities" (42:94).
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Accoraing to Munro, "determining the information each

manager needs" is "generally recognized to oe one of the

most difficult phases in the development of Management

Information Systems (MIS)" (33:34). He describes two sys-

tems analysis techniques for analyzing managers information

needs. These two approaches, data analysis and decision

analysis, differ as to their focus. As their names sug-

gest, data analysis focuses on "an analysis and improvement

of the existing flow of data to the manager" (33:35),

whereas "decision analysis primarily involves an analysis

DATA ANALYSIS DECISION ANALYSIS

1. Examine all reports, 1. Determine major decision
files and other information responsibilities through
sources drawn upon by the discussion with the
manager. manager.

2. Discuss with the manager 2. Determine policy and
the use of each piece of organizational objectives
information examined, relevant to decision

areas identified.

3. Eliminate unnecessary 3. Determine specific steps
information, required to complete each .

major decision.

4. Determine unsatisfied 4. Develop a model
information needs through (flowchart) of
interaction with the each decision.
manager.

5. Examine flowchart to
determine information
required at each step in r.
the decision.

Figure 4. Data and Decision Analysis Procedures (33:35,36)
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of decisions made oy the manager, the objective oeing to

determine the information required at eacn step in the

decision process" (33:35). The elements of these two

methods are shown in Figure 4.

Data analysis involves an extensive examination of tne

information a manager uses, as well as interviews with the

manager, to determine the manner in which the information

is used. The data analysis method,

... involves analyzing a manager's existing
information flow to determine information no longer
required, information to be continued, and new
information requirements. Information no longer
requirea is eliminated; required information is
provided by the information system applications where
appropriate. (33:35)

Decision analysis is basea primarily on interviews witn r.ne

manager to determine his decision responsibilities. The

decision analysis method

... involves first determining the ma3or decision
responsibilities of the manager, and tne appropriate
organizational policy and oojectives. Next, the
manager articulates the various decision steps and the
information used at each step. The analyst develops
a decision flowchart representing the decision steps
and the information used at each step. The manager
and the analyst then refine both the decision process
and the information requirements. The revisea
decision flowchart constitutes the final statement of
information requirements for each decision. (33:3b)

According to the author, the method used will depend on tne

situation. Generally, data analysis is best used "where

the decision-making is well-understood, routine and repeti-

tive" and decision analysis is best used "where the deci-

sion-making is poorly understood, less routine and less

22



repetitive" (33:39). More often than not, the analysis

used will be a combination of tie two.

Standard systems analysis techniques such flowchartinj

are useful for developing the descriptive model. However,

these techniques are inadequate for defining the perfor.n-

ance requirements of a DSS.

ROMC Approach. Most decision makers rely on

conceptualizations of the problem or decision and have

trouble describing the actual decision making process

(42:98). Because the DSS support requirements cannot be

adequately defined in advance, another systems analysis

technique was developed that focuses on the things a user

needs in order to make a decision. a'

The approach is based on a set of four user-oriented
entities: Representations, Operations, Memory Aids,
and Control Mechanisms. The capabilities of a DSS
from the user's point of view derive from its ability
to provide representations to help conceptualize and a.

communicate the problem or decision situation,
operations to analyze and manipulate those Y
representations, memory aids to assist the user in
linking the representations and operations, and
control mechanisms to handle and use the entire
system. For obvious reasons we call it the ROMC
approach. (42:96)

This process independent method defines tne components of

the specific DSS in terms of "the set of ROMC required by

the user to face the decision-making and problem solving

tasks" (42:116). To use this analysis, the decision is

first examined in terms of the intelligence, design, and

choice operations used in decision making. This model,

developed by H.A. Simon, describes these operations:

23
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Intelligence: Searching the environment for
conditions calling for decisions. Raw aata are
obtained, processed, and examined for clues that may
identify proolems.

Design: Inventing, developing, and analyzing possiole
courses of action. This involves processes to
understand the problem, to generate solutions, and to
test solutions for feasibility.

Choice: Selecting a particular course of action from
those available. A choice is made and implemented.
(42:26-27)

- Once the decision is divided into these three phases, the

representations, operations, memory aids, and control

mechanisms required to support these activities are

determined.

The representations "provide a context in whicn tne

user can interpret outputs and invoke the operations"

(42:102). These representations are what the user sees:

the interface between the system and the decision maker.

They may take on many forms such as lists, graphs, reports,

and data entry forms (42:102-103).

The operations provided by the system perform the data

manipulations to create information. Operations "may

involve complicated decision aids, such as simulation

models or forecasting algorithms" or simply selecting

subsets of data or generating statistics (42:104).

Memory aids "support the representations and

operations" by providing data bases, workspace,and

libraries for "accumulating results or the operations on

the representations" (42:104-105).
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Finally, the control mechanisins provided oy the sys-

tem "facilitate the mechanics of using the system. Exam-

ples are menus or function keys for operation selections"

(42:106) and other features which help the decision maker

use the system. The specific set of Representations,

Operations, Memory Aids, and Control Mechanisms make up the

specific DSS (42:1lo).

DSS Development Tactics

The design of Decision Support Systems is an

evolutionary process. The system is constantly Lnodified

and improved as the user's decision support requirements

change. The development of a DSS represents a considera-

ble investment of both time and resources. Organizations

must decide on the level of detailed planning and inte-

gration they will put into the development of the DSS. The

more planning detail, the more it will cost and the longer

it will take to develop. On the other hand, without

adequate planning and integration, the useful applications

of the system may be limited. The system may De too

inflexible to accommodate other applications as they arise.

Sprague and Carlson describe three general approacnes to

the development of DSS:

1. The Quick-Hit. This approach requires the least

development time and e~fort, and is best used when "there

is an immediate problem area but no evidence of long term

need" (42:60-61). The organization purchases or develops a
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specific system to "capture tne oenetits, tnen considers

wnat to do next" (42:60). rhe resulting system is a

specific DS3, or "the hardware/software that allow a

specific decision maker or group of them to deal with

specific sets of real problems" (42:10). Tnis approach is

the fastest way to develop a specific DSS, but is least

flexiole in adapting to otner applications that may

develop.

2. The Staged Development Approach. Some amount of

advanced planning is invested in the development of a

specific DSS. An iterative design process is usej to

incorporate new applications while "giving a somewhat early

payoff through the completion of one specific DSS" (42:61).

fhis approach requires more time and investment than the

"quick-hit" approach, but is more flexible and leads to the

accumulation of a general DSS Generator capability. A DSS

Generator "is a package of related hardware and soft-are

which provides a set of capabilities to build specific DS6

quickly and easily" (42:11).

3. The Complete DSS. This approach requires exten-

sive development time and investment, since a completely

integrated DSS Generator is developed before any specific

OSS is built (42:61). This approach may take years to

develop, but the resulting system will be better integrated

to support many applications. It is, however, very

susceptible to technological obsolescence due to its long

development time.
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Implementation

Equally important to the design of a MIS or DSS is its

implementation. Even toe best systems are useless if they

are not used by the people they are designea to support.

Multinovich and Vlahovich define implementation as a

process that "entails bringing a system or subsystem into

operational use and turning it over to the users" (3 :8).

They feel implementation should be a part of the "total

system design effort, which begins with systems analysis

and concludes with testing phases" (32:8).

Keen and Morton note that successful implementation

strategies may be applied to ooth MIS and DSS, out the

implementation of a successful DSS may require more

effort. They state that,

... for a system that automates a well-aefined
procedure with few organizational interdependencies,
design is the key issue; for a DSS, whicn explicitly
focuses on management processes and which aims at
changing proceaures and concepts, implementation may
be far more complex than the formal design process.
(28:189)

Factors Affecting Successful Implementation.

According to Keen and Morton, past researchers nave had

great difficulty interpreting patterns of success or

failure in system implementation case studies. However,

they concluded that the presence of the following factors

increased the likelihood of success:

1. Top management support.

2. A clear felt need by the client.
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3. An immediate, visible problem to work on.

4. Early commitment by the user and conscious staff
involvement.

5. A well-institutionalized OR/MIS or AIS group.
(28:196)

Alter's research on system implementation led nim to

conclude that "the likelihood of successful implementation

increases to the extent to which the user has initiated tne

system and participated in its development" (2:154).

Strategies for Successful MIS/DSS Implementation.

Alter recommends an implementation strategy based on a risk

assessment of the current implementation environment.

This method consists of identifying the differences

between the existing situation ana "an ideal implementation

situation. Deviations between the existing circumstances

and the ideal are identified as risk factors" and an

implementation strategy or "course of corrective action" is

developed to handle each deviation (2:155,158).

Alter describes this ideal implementation situation

as one which allows the implementation process to "oe

planned and controlled with maximum certainty" (2:157).

Under this ideal situation,

the system is to be produced by a single implementer
for a single user who anticipates using the system for
a very definite purpose that can be specified in
advance with great precision. Including the person
who will maintain it, all parties affected by the
system understand and accept in advance its impact on
them. All parties have prior experience with this
type of system, the system receives adequate support,
and its technical aesign is feasible and cost-
effective. (2:157)
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Aultinovich and Vlanovich recommeno some people ana

system related strategies to oe consicered during tne

implementation process (See Figure 0).

Getting management involved with the implementation

process is important oecause management must approve the

resource expenditures required to develop and implement the

system. They motivate subordinates to provide support to

People Related Strategies

Get Management Involveo

Ascertain That There is a Felt Need for the System

Get User Involvement

Provide Training and Education

Consider User Requirements

Consider User Attitudes

Estaolish Effective Communication

Keep Interface Simple

Let Management Determine Information Usefulness Ja

System Related Strategies

Identify the Proolem

Plan the Implementation

Control the Implementation Process

Do Post Implementation Evaluation

Figure 5. People Related and System Related Implementation
Strategies (32:9)
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tne implementation process, ano tney can affect

interdepartmental coordination and cooperation (32:9).

People will not use the system unless they feel it meets

their needs and is useful to them. The authors recommend

implementers work with users to "sell them the system" by

helping them identify problems suited for system support,

getting users involved in the system design and by

explaining the benefits of the system in terms of what it

can do for them (32:11).

Training programs should include "educating the user

in the overall purpose of the system: what it is supposed

to do, now does it do it, why do we want or need it done,

and who must do it" (32:10).

Implementers must consider user requirements sucn as

"flexibility, simplicity, reliability, economy, accuracy,

compatibility, security, etc." (32:11), in order to provide

a system that meets the users' needs. The authors state

that, "a new system should satisfy a particular user's

requirements without adversely affecting the information

requirements of other users in the system" (32:11). This

might be provided through the use of reports, tailored to

the specific individual, that draw data from a master

database. The implementer must also consider the future

plans of the organization and the possibility for future

expansion of automated applications to avoid having the

organization outgrow the system and face the cost of

implementing a new or larger computer system (32:11).
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Failure to consioer user attitudes towards tne system

can greatly reduce the success of the implementation and

the effectiveness of the system. Once user attitudes are

recognized, the strategies for getting user involvement and

proviaing training can be used to influence those

attitudes.

Establisning effective communication between the

implementers, management, and the system users is essential

during the implementation process. The communication

process should be analyied, and "if necessary, the

organizational design adjusted to increase" user

involvement (32:12). Keeping the interface simple is

another strategy that will increase the acceptance of the

system. To the user, the interface is the system. It

"must be kept simple so as not to scare or confuse the

user" (32:13). Also, the information produced oy the

system must be usetul and important to the user or tne

system will not be accepted. The usefulness of this

information must be determined by the user--not the

designer or implementer (32:13).

Tne system related strategies shown in Figure 5 can be

summarized as (1) determining the right applications for

the system to support, (2) planning the implementation

early on to ensure compatibility with the systems design,

(3) controlling the implementation by setting goals and
I.q.%'s

measuring performance through systematic reviews, and
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(4) evaluating the implementation based on "a prior

definition of improvement" to determine if "system

modifications snould be made" and "when the system is

complete" (32:15).

Summary

In this chapter, differences between AIS and DSS were

examined, and various systems analysis methodologies were

presented for designing effective LiIS and DSS applications.

This literature indicates that an analysis of the users'

decisions and information needs provides a starting point

for the design of both types of systems. Systems analysis

techniques that focus on information inputs and outputs are

better suited for the MIS design process. Systems analysis

techniques that are process independent, sucn as the RO4C

approach, focus on the decision maker and his decision-

making requirements and are better suited for DSS design.

Finally, the implementation strategies provided in the

current literature offer the implementer some techniques to

increase the effectiveness and acceptance of the resulting

systems. The tecnniques discussed in this chapter will

now be used to develop methodologies for accomplishing the

objectives of this research effort.
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III. M~etodoiogy

This chapter will present the methodology that was

employed to accomplish the research objectives. The four

research objectives will be reviewed and the methodology

used to accomplish each oojective will be discussed.

Identification of DSS Application Areas.

According to Keen, "the first step in design is to

select the right problem to work on" (28:167). The

identification of potential MIS/DSS application areas

followed these steps:

Identify Key Decision Makers. A review of policy

guidance (such as AFR 93-9 and TAC Regulation 85-3, .

Management of Training Projects, Civil Engineering RED HORSE

Squadron), organization charts, handbooks, and telephone and

personal interviews witn squadron personnel were usea to

identify the key decision makers and their critical

decisions and information needs. Dhe data and decision

analysis tecnniques described by Munro (33) were used to

summarize the specific information requirements into a

table which indicated the organizational sections that

supplied the information and those that used the

information. Typical decisions made by managers in each

section were arranged in a decision matrix based on the

framework developed by Anthony and Simon (28:81-96). This
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decision matrix classified the various dezision3 iccorjinj

to tneir degree of structure (unstructured, se.ni-strutirej,

and structured) and tie level of Lnanaygment (stcat gic

planning, management control, and operational control) at

which they were made. The results of each analysis were

forwarded to each RED dORSE squadron for validation.

Determining Proolems witn Current Processes. Inter-

views witn squadron personnel were used to determine prob-

lems with the current information and decision processes.

These problems are summarized by each section in Chapter 5.

Tnese problems and tihe data and decision analysis results

were ased to determine which applications were better suited

for MIS and whicn were best suited for DSS.

Recommendations for Development of Specific DSS

The decision matrix, described aoove, and interviews

with key managers provided several critical decisions which

were used to determine tne required system capabilities.

Descriptive Models. Information obtained from

regulations and interviews was used to develop a de-

scriptive model of these critical information and decision

process. This step paralleled the first step in the pre-

design cycle--"Monitor and describe the current decision

process"--as described by Keen (28:174). Information ana

decision processes flow across organizational ooundaries

(Figure 6) in a complex system of information

interdependencies. Figure 6 represents this system as a
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Venn diagram. In tnis organizational system, information %

generated by one section may be used by another. Also, %

decisions made by one manager may affect managers in otner

sections. The descriptive models will be used to explore

tnese relationships. %

4-

OPERATIONS LOGISTICS

/ .

ADMINISTRATION 7ENGINEERING

Figure 6. Venn Diagram of Organizational Boundaries

Develop Normative Models. In this stage, more

detailed interviews with key managers provided information

that described how the information and decision processes

should work. Problem areas were identified by comparin, the

descriptive and normative models. Potential DSS

application areas were selectea from problem areas

associated with semi-structured and unstructured decisions.
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Required DSS Capabilities. To answer this research

question, key decisions in each application area were

analyzed in terms of the intelligence, design, and choice

activities performed by the decision maker. The ROAC

approach was used to define the DSS capaoilities requirea

to support these decision activities. This was accomplisneu

by identifying the required Representations, Operations,

Memory aids, and Control mechanisms corresponding to each of

the intelligence, design, and choice activities, as

recommended by Sprague and Carlson (42).

Recommendations for System Implementation

Recommendations for implementing the above DSS

applications were obtained from answers to the last

research question: What factors will affect the

implementation of the system?

A simplified risk assessment was performed to identify

potential problems in the implementation process.

Strategies for overcoming these problems were developed

based on strategies documented in the current literature,

modified to fit the RED HORSE squadron environment.
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IV. Findings

This chapter presents the findings that resulted from

the research methodology outlined in Chapter 3. Key

managers in tne RED HORSE squadron were identified from AFR

93-9, Civil Engineering RED HORSE Squadrons (17) and

interviews with RED HORSE Commanders and branch chiefs.

These interviews were conducted using the interview

questions listed in Appendix A. Critical activities,

typical decisions, and information needs were determined

from personal and telephone interviews, and fron a review

of policy guidance, operating handbooks, and other

materials. These findings will be presented for the command

section, special staff, and each branch.

Command Section

According to AFR 93-9, the major responsibilities of

the command section are to "exercise command jurisdiction

and control over the mission accomplishment of the squadron

during training, exercises, deployments, and other mission

activities"; to ensure compliance with higher headquarters

directives; and to direct and control "activities related

to the logistics, engineering, operations, and administra-

tive branches, the special staff, and any PDUs (Permanently

Detached Units)" (17:16).
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Commanaer. Interviews with commanders indicatea taeir

?rimary decisions to be those dealing with allocating

squadron resources to competing project priorities and

assessing organizational performance (12; 29).

It was notea that the current information management

system does not provide a consistent way to display squadron

performance in various areas such as pro3ect aesign ana

construction updates or the status of personnel, equipment,

ana financial resources (12). Although commanders were not

interested in the detailed information of activities witnin

each section, they felt tney needed the status of pro3ect

scheduling and design, materials, funding, and equipment to

ensure both the host bases an- the squadron were ready to

support the project deployment, allowing projects to proceed

on schedule and squadron personnel to be employed

productively. During deployments, commanders need actual

versus scheduled progress information to make decisions

involving the scneduling of training exercises and other

projects. Some typical decisions for commanders are

presented in Appendix C, Key Decision Matrix. The

commanders' specific information needs are presented in

Appendix B, Data Analysis of Information Needs.

Deputy Commanaer. The Deputy Commander assists the

Commander with many daily management control activities.

Information needs for these managers are similar to those of

the Commander and include more detailed information on
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project status and scheduling to determine when to halt S

projects and return personnel for squadron home station

training in a manner to cause least impact to the project

schedule and host base (41). Squadron training information

is also required to ensure personnel are trained and combat

readiness is not degraded. Since project deployments often

cause conflicts with training appointments, squadrons neea a

way of integrating project schedules with training sched-

ules. Typical decisions for deputy commanders are presented

in Appendix C. Their specific information needs are

presented in Appendix B.

According to LtCol William Schaal, 823rd CES(dR) Deputy

Commander, the current information system presents several

problems. Accurate and current cost of projects

accomplished by the squadron are difficult to determine due

to the manual procedures for accounting for material 5-

expenditures, credits, TDY, and labor costs. Also, similar

information provided by different sections aoes not agree.

For example, vehicle status information provided by the

Operations Center does not agree with that provided by the

Vehicle Maintenance section. Finally, frequent changes in

the project design and construction schedule maxe it hard to

get accurate and current information on the status of

programs and resources (41).
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Operations Branch

This branch is primarily concerned witn the execution

of the Troop Training Program; maintaining special

construction capabilities such as explosives demolition,

well drilling, and asphalt paving; and the training and

assignment of branch personnel on the squadron's mobility

teams. Key managers in this brancn are the Director of

Operations (DO), Chief of Cantonment Flight (DOS), Chief of

Airfields Flight (DOP), and the Chief of tne Operations

Center (DOO).

Interviews witn various individuals in this branch

indicated some specific decisions and questions facing these

managers. These are presentea in Appendix C. Typical

decisions made by the managers in this branch can be classi-

fied as

(1) Project Scheduling - Which projects can we do?
When and in what order? These are decisions nade
jointly by DO, OO, DOS, ana DOP (13; 39; 40).

(2) Personnel Scheduling - 4ho will we send? For how
long? Should we return this individual to the
squadron or re-deploy him to another project
location? These decisions are maje primarily by
DOS, OP, and DOO (13; 39; 40).

(3) Equipment Scheduling - How will we allocate
equipment resources to competing projects?
These decisions are made primarily by DOP and DOS
(3; 13; 40).

Director of Operations. The primary information

needs of the Director of Operations were determined to be

project scheduling and tracking, personnel and training

status, equipment availability, and branch financial
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management information. Key decisions involved scheduling

a level of project effort that provided adequate

proficiency training to branch personnel without over-

tasking individual shops (39; 40). It was noted that the

current manual information system did not provide adequate

information to allow this manager to assess the impact of

the project schedule on his people, their training, or the

squadron's readiness posture (40).

Chief, Cantonment Flight. The Chief of Cantonments

Flight is responsible for managing, controlling, and

directing 130 men in various shops. His primary

information needs include personnel availability, project

requirements, project status, and training status. His key

decisions involve the selection of individuals for project

deployment and maintaining the required training and

mobility capability for personnel assigned to his sectcon.

The existing squadron information management systemi

makes it difficult to determine the individuals required

for each deployment and their availability. Project

evaluations from DE showing the manpower and equipment

requirements are often receiveu within 30 days of the

scheduled start date (45). By the time supervisors can

determine who is available and formulate crew lists,

individuals deploying receive only a few days of notice for

their pending deployment. The lack of advance notice for

long deployments (e.j. three months) causes personal

problems and adversely affects unit morale.
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Finally, personnel deploying on a pro]ect nust out-

process through several sections. The Training Section

determines wnerher tne individual needs training; Logistic

Plans ensures he has updated shot records and dog tags;

and Unit Administration determines whether he has pending

disciplinary action, personnel actions, performance reports

or awards he must complete. If conflicts arise, the inai-

vidual may not be deployed, and the crew list may be re-

accomplisned.

Chief, Airfields Flight. The decisions and

information needs of tne Chief of Airfields Flight are

similar to that of the Chiet of Cantonment Flight. Pnis

manager also controls the squadron vehicle dispatch and

operator care function, ana requires detailed vehicle and

equipment status information for selecting equipment for

project deployments. It was noted that the high level of

TDY for individuals assigned to both the Cantonment ana

Airfields Flights caused problems in meeting Airman

Performance Reports (APR) and award suspenses (3; 13).

Also, the current squadron information system aid not

provide adequate personnel information, such as leave

projections and training status, to assist managers in

matching personnel available with project requirements

(13).

Chief, Operations Center. The Operations Center chief

interfaces with DE for project design status and to deter-
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mine manpower and equipment requirements based on the pro-

ject evaluation accomplisned by DE's project engineers.

He also needs vehicle and equipment status wnicn ne lets

from LGT and DOP, personnel availability information fromn

DOS and DOP, and status of materials for local projects and

work orders from LGS. He maintains shop labor accounting

information, and provides project cost information to F:4.

Interviews with Operations Center managers indicated

several problems with the existing squadron inforiaation

system.

The current manual system of tracking project cost and

maintaining man-hour labor accounting is very time

consuming, and accounts for a large portion of the

Operations Center's daily workload (45; 47). This section

currently uses micro-computer based spreadsheets to

maintain the In-house Work Plan (IWP), but labor accounting

and work scheduling is still manually accomplisned. Also,

the Operations Center provides reports indicating

personnel TDY. rhis information is also collectea and

maintained by LGX and DA, out is in different formats and

does not always agree (9; 45). Finally, changing project

priorities and project delays due to weather or proble.ms

with host base support cause frequent changes in tne

squadron's project schedule. The existing information

management system is too slow in providing accurate

information needed to evaluate these changes in terms of

the manpower, equipment, and resources required.
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Logistics Branch

A review of regulations and interviews with squaaron

personnel indicate the key managers in tnis branch are the

Director of Logistics (LG), the Chief of Logistic Plans

(LGX), the Chief of Supply (LGS), and the Chief of Vehicle

Maintenance (LGT). These managers' decisions and decision-

making information needs are presented in detail in

Appendices C and B respectively, and are summarizea oelow:

(1) Logistics Management - What equipment do we need?
Are we efficiently managing our material
resources? Do we have adequate material and
equipment stocks? These decisions are made by
all sections in this branch.

(2) Readiness Management - Can this squadron support
the tasking indicated in this mobility plan?
What is our current readiness rating? Is this
individual available for deployment? These deci-
sions are made primarily by LGX and LG.

Interviews with branch personnel indicated some typical

decision-making information needs and problems with tne

current information systems.

Director of Logistics. The LG's primary infornation

needs are vehicle and equipment status from LGT, equipment

requirements from DOO, funding and supply status

information from FM and LGS, and mobility status

information from LGX. This information is used to maie

decisions involving the day-to-day management of the

branch.

Chief of Logistic Plans. Critical decisions involved

the determination of the squadron's mobility readiness,
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and tne configuration of personnel and equipment increments

for deployment. Information needs were training status

from OT; personnel status from DA ana DOO; mobility team

assignments from all squadron sections; and equipment and

cargo data from all sections such as weight, cube, load

lists, and transport restrictions (16; 36).

It was noted that the current mnicro-computer based

load planning system used by LGX does not provide a

reliable product that indicates how the mobility incremnents

should be configured for various aircraft types. They feel

a need for a computer assisted load planning system that

allows them "to snift increments around and generate a

modified load plan" (9). Also, information used by LGX is

quite fragmented. They receive training information (such

as individual skill ana special capability training), from

OT, but schedule and maintain mobility training such as

pallet build-up, cargo courier, and hazaraous cargo

training themselves (16; 36).

Chief of Supply. The Chief of Supply's primary

decisions involve the management of squadron materials to

support the operation of the squadron, the accomplishment

of projects and cantonment maintenance work, and mobility

training and deployment exercises; and the management of

funds used to acquire these materials.

Interviews with these managers indicate a ma3or prob-

lem in the lack of integration between the squadron and the
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host BCE and oase supply automatea information systems that

support the RED HORSE squadron. According to CA.iSgt Robert

Dycus, Chief of Supply for the 820tn RED HORSE, the lacK of

such an interface with the BCE Government Owned Civil

Engineering Supply Store (GOCESS) means that RED HORSE

material requisitions must be delivered to the host BCE

for input into their Civil Engineering Material Acquisition

System (CEMAS). One individual from the 820tn's Supply

Section works in the BCE to assist with these inputs.

However, material destined for the 820th is delivered to

the BCE material holding area to allow CEMAS infor.nation to

be updated, and must be reloaded and trucked five miles by

the 820th for their use. In addition to this extra

handling and wasted man-hours, materials are difficult to

locate and may be inadvertently pulled by BCE personnel for

use on their projects (20).

The lack of an automated intertace makes it extretaely

difficult to make inquiries on the status of materials

ordered, and the cost of all materials for each project or

work order (20; 43). Another problem noted was mobility

bag inventories. The nigh level of deployment exercise

activity in RED HORSE squadrons makes inventories difficult

to maintain. Bags are physically inventoried when drawn

and returned, and an inventory card ir placed in each oag

with a copy in a central file. Shortages of mobility bag

items are determined by manually reviewing each card and
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totaling the result for each item. Managers in both

squadrons noted the difficulty in determining which bags

were missing a certain size clothing item (20; 43).

Chief of Vehicle Maintenance. The Chief of Vehicle

Maintenance makes decisions involving the daily management

of the RED HORSE vehicle and equipment fleet. These

managers need information from the operations oranch

indicating what equipment is required for each project,

where it is going, when it is required and for how long

(21; 31; 44). They interface with DOO to determine

requirements for, and the maintenance status of, equipment

and vehicles deployed on training projects. They also

provide LGX with fleet status, including Estimated Time In

Commission (ETIC) for equipment out of commission.

It was notea that tne squadron's current information

management system did not always provide a list of

deploying vehicles in time for this section to adequatelj

inspect and complete repairs and scheduled maintenance

prior to departure (44). Project scheduling information

could help these managers select mechanics to deploy on

projects, make better budget forecasts, and develop .

personnel leave scnedules (44). Also, fuel consumption

data is required for each deployed vehicle to allow their

Vehicle Information Management System (VIMS) to compute

vehicle mileage and generate the corresponding scheduled

maintenance requirements. Fuel consumption information is
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not always received for deployed vehicles. Upon return,

when this information is input to VI4S, many vehicles are

reported as overdue scheduled maintenance (44).

The current squadron information system does not

provide an automated means of monitoring the status of

parts ordered through the Contractor Operated Parts Store

(COPARS). Much time and effort is expended conducting

physical inventories to determine the COPARS performance

and parts availability (31). The difficulty in deternining

parts status makes it hard for Maintenance Control to

assign realistic ETIC to vehicles in maintenance. Finally,

there is no means available for capturing and analyzing

historical information to determine parts consumption rates

or to estimate required stock levels for War Readiness

Spares Kit (WRSK) (44).

Engineering Branch

Key managers in this branch are the Director of

Engineering (DE), Chief of the Design Section (DEE), and

the individual Pro3ect Engineers (PE) assigned to specific

projects. Typical decisions made by the managers in this

branch can be classified as

(1) Project Design and Planning - Which projects can
we design? When and in what order? These are
decisions made jointly by DE, DO, 2 D, and CC.
Wnat major activities must be accomplished? What
manpower and equipment will be required? How
mucn will it cost? These decisions are made by
the individual PE's and DE.
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(2) Personnel Scheauling - 4ho should I assign as PE?
What is my design scheaule? These decisions are
made by DE from inputs by DEE.

Director of Engineering. The DE jointly witn DO, CD

and CC review project requests to determine their training

value and feasibility for RED HORSE accomplishment. The

DE needs design status from DEE, DEP, and the PE's to

develop and maintain design schedules and present this

status to the Commander and his staff in weeKly project

update briefings. Interviews with these managers indicated

several problems of concern.

Pernaps tne biggest problems facing these managers ar!

tne changing project priorities, delays in project designs

accomplished by host bases, and frequent changes in tne

squadron's project scnedule due to short notice exercise

and project taskings by the Numbered Air Forces and MAJCOM.

The existing information management system is too slow in

providing accurate information needed to plan, design, and

evaluate these changes in terms of the manpower, equipment,

and resources required, or to develop and maintain design

schedules (4; 11).

Another problem is the inability to collect and use

historical project design and construction performance and

cost data. Without this data, actual unfunded planning and

design cost f(,r each project is currently estimated with

little or no certainty (4). Historical performance and

cost data would help improve the speed and accuracy of
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project manpower, equipment, and cost evaluations and

allow the development of unit cost estimates for various

types of facilities such as roads and pre-engineered

buildings to be used by other agencies considering projects

for accomplishment by RED HORSE (4).

Chief, Design Section. Information needs for the

Chief of Design are essentially the same as for the

Director of Engineering. Key decisions involve the

development and maintenance of the squadron in-house design

schedule (11; 38). Again, changing project priorities,

project delays, and short notice taskinys make it difficult

to maintain an effective design schedule (38).

Project Engineer. Key information needs for the

Project Engineer are project design status, construction

status, and the availability of manpower and equipment 4ith

which to plan the project's accomplishment. It was noted

that project evaluations are time consuming and difficult

to accomplish accurately due to insufficient cost

information. Also, the project evaluations must be

reaccomplished if the project is scheduled well beyond the

original estimated start date. Construction activity

cnarts (CPM and PERT) used to plan project activities are

time consuming and usually lack the format or level of

detail for making effective resource allocation decisions.

Since they are manually constructed, they cannot be updated

quickly for use in evaluating changes in a project's
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schedule. This limits their usefulness to managers ootn in

the squadron and in the field (11; 40; 45).

Administrative Branca

According to policy regulations and interviews with

squadron personnel, the key managers in this section are

the Squadron Section Commanaer (CC,), the Squadron Eirst

Sergeant (CCF), and the Cnief of Administration (DA) (7:16;

25). These managers' aecisions ana decision-making in-

formation needs are presented in detail in Appendices C and

8 respectively, and are summarized below:

(1) Personnel Management - Is the squadron
sufficiently manned? Should this individual be
retained or allowed to re-enlist?

(2) Unit Administration - Are we meeting suspenses
for performance reports, awards and decorations,
and correspondence?

Squadron Section Commander. Squadron Section

Commanders support the Commander "in controlling squadron

discipline, morale, welfare, and mission performance"

(17:1b). Pney neea personnel data maintained by the

orderly room, Unit Career Advisor, and Unit Administration

to provide recommendations to the Commander and section

supervisors regarding discipline and retention of squadron

personnel (25).

Squadron First Sergeant. Information needs for First

Sergeants are similar to those for the Squadron Section

Commander. These managers require easy access to

individual personnel records.
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Chief of Administration. These managers monitor the

status of personnel actions, review and revision of

squadron publications and policy letters, travel orders,

and suspenses for correspondence, performance reports, and

awards. They also monitor squadron administrative worK

loads and the use of word processing equipment (22; 34).

Funds Management

According to AFR 93-v, the Funds Manager "monitors

squadron fund expenditures, recommends fund allocations,

and coordinates preparation of unit budget" (17:16). The

Funds Managers' decisions and decision-making information

needs are presented in detail in Appendix C ana Appendix B

prespectively, and are summarized as:

(1) Financial Management - Do sections have
sufficient funds to accomplish their mission?

(2) Budget Formulation - Ahat are our funding
requirements?

The Funds Manager interfaces with managers of eacn branch

and special staff to receive budget requests, and to

monitor and adjust quarterly fund targets for each section.

They also work closely with the Operations Center in

monitoring project cost chargeable to squadron Operating

and Maintenance funds (24; 27). They interface with the

supporting host base Accounting and Finance Office, from

whom they receive fund status information. They also

receive reports from the host Base Supply indicating fund

expenditures and status of contracts (24; 27). Interviews

with these managers indicated several problems of concern.
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According to L'ISgt Hall, Funds Manager for the 823rd

RED HORSE, project cost accounting is his biggest problem

area. "The [current squadron information Lnanagementj

system does not provide a systematic flow of information to

tell how we are doing in regaras to project cost control"

(27). He monitors the cost of all projects accomplished by

the 823ra and must get labor hours spent from DOO, and cost

of materials received from LGS for cantonment projects.

For projects at deployed locations, he depends on labor

costs reported from the deployed project manager through

DOO, and material costs reported by the SCE at tne deployea

location (18:4). As it may take weeks or months for this

information to reacn the squadron, current ana accurate

cost status for projects is nearly impossible to determine

and frequent requests for additional funds must be made

(24; 27).

TSgt Folle, Funds Manager for the 820tn RED HORSE also

feels project costing is a problem. While their Operations

Center (DOO) performs most of the pro3ect cost accounting

functions, the funds manager monitors project costs

associated with training that are chargeable to the 620tn.

Information needed to monitor project costs comes from many

sources and is not centrdlized, making it hard to track

project cost (24). He feels his biggest problem is "trying

to clarify section's funding needs" (24). branches don't

provide budget requirements clearly or in sufficient
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detail, and project costs estimates are not accurate (24;

27). The current squadron information management system

does not provide a mneans tor forecasting fund requirements

based on the project schedule.

The amount of squadron funds required for TDZ travel

N and materials is directly related to the level of project

construction effort. W~hen the squadron's project schedule

changes, the type and amount of funds required to support

that schedule changes. These managers need a way to

forecast the funds required to support the changing project

schedule to allow thein to initiate corrective actions

sooner and avoid constant reprogramming actions (24; 27).

-. Also, funds managers expressed a need for an automatad

information system that provides an interface with host

base functions such as Accounting and Finance, Base Supply,

Base Contracting, and Base Civil Engineering; as well as

the capability to make forecasts and present information in'

graphs (sucn as pie, bar oi line charts), for use in

briefings to tile Commander and his staff (24; 27).

Training

The key manager in this section is the Chief of

Training (OT) (10; 17:16; 46). His typical decisions are

associated with:

(1) Training Scheduling - Who needs training, what
type, and when? Who is available to fill this
training quota?
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(2) Training Monitoring and Reporting - What percent
of our people have completed required training?
Is this inaividual making satisfactory On the Joo
Training (OJT) progress?

Managers in tnis section worK closely with the

mobility plans section and rely on them to identify

specific individual training needs for personnel assigned

to the various squadron mobility teams. They need

information from many sources to effectively schedule

personnel for training. They need information from DA ana

the section supervisors that indicate which people are

available for training, and information from DO0 that

inaicates when personnel deployed are scheduled to return

to the squadron (10; 46). They also interface with the

M4AJCOM and nost base activities to request training quotas

(10; 17:16).

Their biggest problems deal with scheduling

individuals for training. Information on personnel
S

availability for training is fragmented, and changes in the

squadron's project schedule make it difficult to develop a

meaningful training schedule. Personnel scheduled for

training are often pulled for deployment on high priority

projects, or delays in project accomplishment delay

individuals returning to the squadron for training. The

result is a high rate of missed appointments (10; 46). The

Training Section can determine which individuals need

training, but supervisors are often reluctant to allow the
S

individual to be scheduled because of uncertainty as to if
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and when that individual will oe needed for a particular

project.

Unit Safety Office

The Squadron Safety Manager's decisions are generally

semi-structured or structured. His primary information

needs are for personnel and equipment information required

to accomplish accident and ground mishap reports. Safety

Managers maintain inspection records ana suspense status

for safety reports. They also analyzes historical accident

data to predict accident trends and to Lnake aecisions

regarding the type of accident prevention programs required

in tne squadron. One manager uses his nome computer to

analyze data due to the lack of automated support in the

squadron (8).

Summary

Although many sections dere acquiring and developing

applications for Z-100, and Z-248 micro-computers, tne

programs and formats differed between tne sections, makinq

it difficult to share information. Information exchange

was primarily through oral briefings and reports generated

by the collecting section.

Detailed and voluminous information on projects,

personnel, and training for these 400-man squadrons

frequently caused managers to suffer fron infornation

overload. The squadron's current information systens lo
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not provide a fast, reliable fLow of information oetdeen

sections. This creates an environment wnere nost

management decisions are made under conditions of

uncertainty, even though tne information is generalli ,%

available in the organization.
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V. ANALYSIS

This chapter presents the analysis that resulted from

the research methodology outlined in chapter 3. This

chapter will describe the different analysis techniques used

in this research. The conclusions drawn from these analyses

will be presented iJn the next chapter.

Decision Analysis

Interviews with managers in the RED HORSE squadrons

indicated some of the typical decisions facing these

managers and provided valuable insig.ht as to their lecision

making information needs. The decisions were arranged in a

decision matrix Dased on the taxonomy developed by Antnony

and Simon (28:81). The matrix classified each decision as

to the degree of structure and the level of management at

whicn tne deci.sion i.s made. This analysis was used to

,_ienti y tnose unstructured ana semi-structured decisions

tnat could Oest De supported by a DSS as well as tne

structured decisions tnat lend tnemselves to AIS support.

rnis 3naLysis was also used to determine specific

intormdt on needs ot the variuus mianaqers 1.n the RE3 HORSE
JN

j jujr'n. n _ resilt of this analysi.s are prssented in

Apiperl-I Ix
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Data Analysis

Managers in eacn section were interviewed co determine

their essential decision-making information needs. These

information needs were grouped into 19 areas of related

information and arranged in a table that indicated the

sections that used the information and those sections that

provided the information. The results of an initial data

analysis were forwarded to ooth squadrons for validation.

Managers in the squadrons generally agreed with the results,

but occasionally disagreed whether a specific information

item was required, or whether they provided the information

or simply used it. Such conflicts were resolved by listing~

the information item as being used by the manager. This

analysis is presented in detail in Appendix Bi, but is

summarized in Table 1 to indicate the types of information

shared most often between the various sections in trie

sq4uad ron.

Using the data analysis in Appendix B, the number of

information elements used in each information type was

divided by the total numoer of information elements of tnat

type to compute the percentage of information elements used

by type for each manager. Taule 1 indicates the areas where

managers use 50 percent or more of the information elements

in each information type. This table helps the reader

visualize the relationships of various information types to

the managers by indicating the heavy users of each

information type.
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Table 1. Summary Results of Daca Analysis

TYPE OF INFORMATION ~ SECTIONS

C C DO DD L L L LL DODD S DC"' 0 R
C D 0 0 0 0 G G G G %G E E E E A C T m

D SP x rS F E P

Project Tracking x xx x x xxx x A X AxAX

Project Design x XA X X XX x xAxx

Project Planning

and Evaluation XXX X X x x xX

Project Cost x X X X

Equipinent/Vehicles X X X X x x X A x x x x x

Maintenance Supply X X

$Supply Equipmnent X XX XX AX X XX A X X x

Supply Clothing X X

WRSK/WRr4 M4gt x xx

Supply Requisitions X X X x x X X x K x X x K K

Tool Issue X x X K

Residual Materials X K X X K

aMobility/Readiness X K X X x K A K X X X K x A x

Financial Mgt X K K X X K X x X X x x X A K K x X X

Individual Personnel X X X X A x X X X X X X X X X AK X X

Personnel Mgt X X X x xx XX XX XA XX

Administration xXXXAxAxAx XKKXx x xX X X

Training K KX X x x KX X xx xXX XX X

*Hazard/Mishaps X K K K K X K K A x A

X indicates the manager uses 50 percent or more of tne

information elements in this type.
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The results also indicate a strong need for sharing

information between different sections. The degree to which

information is snared between sections was determined by

totaling the number of sections using or providing each

information element and averaging the totals for each

information type. Table 2 lists the ranking of information

types in order of increasing users.

Table 2. Ranking of Information Shared by Sections

RANK INFORMATION TYPE RANK INFORMATION TiPE

1. Individual Personnel/ 10. Hazard/Aishaps
Financial Management

11. Equipment/Venicle
2. Training Status Management

3. Administration 12. Pro3ect Planning
and Evaluation

4. Mobility/Readiness
13. Residual 'Material

5. Project Tracking
14. Pro3ect Cost

6. Supply Equipment
ID. Tool Issue

7. Project Design
16. WRSK Mgt

8. Supply Requisition
17. Supply Clothing

9. Personnel

Administration Id. Maintenance Supply

Descriptive Model

The findings generated by this research indicate two

major activities of the squadron: (1) Accomplishing troop

training projects, ana (2) maintaining a combat engineering

deployment capability. This section will begin with the
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development of a descriptive model that indicates key

decision making processes associated with these activities.

In the next section, a normative mouel is developeu to

identify decision-making processes that could be improved

through automation. Figures 7 through 12 describe the

descriptive model for project program execution.

To maintain proficiency in their wartime engineering

skills, RED HORSE squadrons accomplish construction and

heavy repair projects for other bases. Various oases sena

their project requests to the RED HORSE squadron through

their parent MAJCOM and dQ AFESC (17:31). These requests

are reviewed by the RED HORSE Commander, Deputy Commander,

and the Operations and Engineering managers to determine

whether the project is feasible and provides valuaole

training (Figure 7). If acceptea, tne project is logged

*into the Operations Center (DOO) and forwarded to the

Engineering Brancn (DE) for evaluation.

The DE assigns a Project Engineer (PE) to manage the

design and evaluation effort (Figure 8). The PE performs a

pre-design evaluation of the project to estimate the

manpower, equipment, materials, and funds required to

accomplish the project (18:2). This information is provided

to the Operations Branch to allow the project to be

initially scheduled in the troop training project schedule.

The PE also serves as the primary point ot contact witi tn,

host base to ensure the required host base material, design,
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and funding are provided to support the project. The DE

reviews the project's scope in more detail and decides

whether tne project snoulo oe designed oy the requesting BCS

or by RED HORSE, based on his in-house design scnedule and

his section's projected tasking (4; 11).

I REQUEST I

[ST.AFF REVIEW

REQUES' ER

YES

[ LOGGED IN DO0

AND FORWARDED TO DEJ

Figure 7. Receipt and Review of Project Requests

Upon the completion of the project design, the PE

performs another project evaluatLon which is based on a

detailed Bill of Materials (B0M) and a Critical Path Method

(CPA) analysis of tne manpower and equipment that will be

required during construction. rhe PE must check with the

Airfielas Flight (DOP) to see if RED HORSE equipment will oe
WP

available to support the project. If not, he calls the host

base at the project location to get information on the

b3
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availability of BCE and local rental equipment. In some

cases, it may be cheaper to rent equipment locally than to

transport RED HORSE equipment. Also, mobility requirements

affect the decision of whether to deploy RED HORSE equipment

and vehicles. The PE makes a detailed estimate of the

funded and unfunded costs based on the travel, per diem, and

labor cost of the personnel deploying; the cost of

materials; the operating cost and depreciation of RED HORSE

equipment to be deployed; and the rental costs for equipnent

that will be obtained at the project location (18:2). Tne

PE drafts a list of men and equipment required for eacn

project, indicating personnel required by Air Force

Specialty Code (AFSC) and equipment required by type, and

the dates required. The DE forwards the project evaluation

package to the Operations Center (DOO).

The Operations Center updates the troop training

project schedule based on the updated project evaluation.

Ahen the project is within 12 months of it's estimated start

date (ESD), it is inserted into the schedule as directed by

the Commander (45). The scheduler inputs the project

requirements into an In-house Work Plan (IWP) spreaasheet to

check the feasibility of the new schedule according to

manpower and equipment availability. Other projects

affected by the schedule change are rescheduled as directed

by the Commander until a feasiole project schedile is

obtained. Figure 9 describes the project scheduling

process.
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DE ASSIGNS

PROJECT ENGINEER (PE)

Wc ESD YES oDEIGNED? FINAL EVALUATION_¢

PRELIMINARY w

EVALUATION

SC OER

SRH •,

fDESIGN "

Figure 8. Project Design ana Evaluation

When the project's ESD is within one month, DO0 will

forward tne crew lists and equipment lists to the Cantonment

(DOS) and Airfields (DOP) flights to nake personnel and

equipment assignments to crew lists indicating the specific

names and AFSC's of personnel selected to deploy.
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Generally, the supervisor makes the assignment after

consulting with an assignment board on the shop wall to

verity that the individual desired is available, and not

9B
YES NO

ASSONTHS T

SINITIAL 1
SCHEDULE

YES

I3

FORWARD TO DOS AND DOP

FOR EQUIPMENT AND CREW

ASSIGNMENT

Figure 9. Project Scheduling

scheduled for another project during the same time period

(Figure 10). The supervisor must also check the individual

for overdue or scheduled training and appointments. The

vehicle dispatch section in DOP uses a similar method to

assign equipment by type and registration number. The
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completed Lersonnel ana vehicle lists are then forwardea to

the Project Manager, who is the ranking member of the

deploying team.

C

DOS REVIE4 PROJECT DOP REVIEd PROJECT
REQUIRtMENTS AND REqUIREMENrs 4ND
EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

A tSSIGN MEN I  
A S S I

G 
N 

M
[ E

N

AND EQUIP AND EQUIP

PROJECTI LIST OF DEPLOYING

MANAGER EQUIPMENT TO LGT -

D.

Figure 1J. Equipment and Personnel Selection

rhe Project Manager (PM) provides a list of deploying

equipment to the vehicle maintenance section and coordinates

the final crew list with other squadron sections. The PM

coordinates the final crew list witn the Logistic Plans

Section (LGX) to resolve any conflicts with scheduled

mobility training and to ensure each member on the deploying

team has an alternate available in the squadron to oackfill
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his mobility team position. For example, if an individual

is assigned to the RH-i mobility team, and his alternate 1s

not availaole, the individual cannot deploy and the crew

list must be reaccomplished. The Training Section (Cr)

reviews the crew list to determine if deploying inaiviauals

are scheduled for, or overdue, individual training

requirements. If there are conflicts, OT attempts to

schedule the individual for training prior to departure or

arrange for the individual to receive training at tne

deployed location. This is extremely difficult to do on

short notice and may cause the crew list to be

reaccomplished to replace the affected individual. The

Director of Operations reviews the equipiment ann cre4 lists

to ensure they are complete, that they do not conflict 4itn

other resource requirements such as exercises or otner

projects, and that the commitment of these resources will

not degraae tie readiness posture of the squadron. Tn1i:

coordination process is indicated in Figure 11.

DOO and the PE continue to monitor project status, sucn

as funding and material support, up to the time that thIe

crew is scheauled to deploy. Normally, materi3is for

projects at deployed locations are ordered anu stored oi tn.

host BCE. Prior to the team deployment, o00 contacts the

host base to confirm that all required support is availio-l.

If the required support is not available, such is 1jU

percent materials on hand, then a new ESD is estabisei Vi,-
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the project is rescheduled. SitjnirL1,int i- i,

project's ESD may affect personn-el ind n

availaoility. In sucn case2s, the AersunveL ini .

lists must be revised and the coordination witn t:~r

sections repeatea (Figure 12). If the prjject ii

supportable by the host base, the team's personnel ini

equipment are prepared for aeployment.

The DO works with the Project Manager to ,]±ci. ix.:

mode of transportation for the deploying crew bi i .

project needs and a comparison of the costs of trAv--r-i

commercial or government airlift or government, r-.nt., *r

private vehicles. The Project Manager drafts t:o fDY

orders, coorainates with the Funds Manager for tne proper

fund cite, and delivers them to DA for processing. .nen 3"

personnel and equipment preparation is cotnpleted rne ttam

deploys.

During tne construction phase, the dewloyej Project

Manager tracks labor and materials expendea and providi

this information to the Operations Center during wee li

project updates, both by mail and by telephone (47). it

determined that additional manpower or equipment is

required, the Project Manger makes a request to DOO, who

coordinates the request with DOP and DOS, and trn auove

process is repeated.
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t i in 1 n r(-)joct pro 4rim recommended f or automated support
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ind mdte-rialis cost ddti troin a nistorical datibas2 or tromn

En~jinee-rinq Performance Standards (EPS) to heip engineers in

pertorming project evaluations. Anotner DSS anplication is

a project:fr pl1anninq module that would provide automated

pro.jec-t nanagemeuit support, such as Critical Path Method
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('PM) and Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), to

provide a visual representation of the manpower and

equipment requireu tnroughout the project duration.

The next point in the project evaluation process is

recommending equipment to be deployed by RED HORSE,

equipment to be provided by the host BCE, and rental

equipment. Here, the engineer needs a list of RED HORSE

equipment and vehicles projected to be available in the

timeframe the project is scheduled for accomplisnnent. Tnis

module would assist the engineer in selecting RED HORSE

equipment by comparing the cost of deploying squadron

equipment with the cost of renting equipment based on the

transportation distance and operating hours required. This

module should also have the capability to project fuel and

other operating costs as well as equipment depreciation

costs from data in an equipment database.

The initial project scheduling process also lends

itself to MIS and DSS support. Here it is proposed that RED

HORSE squadrons use a work scheduling module, similar to

that developed for the CE WIA4S system. Since availability

of heavy construction equipment severely constrains tne

project scheduling decision, the module should generate

recommenaea project schedules based on both manpower ano

equipment availability. This scheduling module would alLow

alternative project scnedules to be evaluateu (3 DSS

application) and provide data on the current project

schedule to all squadron sections (an MIS appiicit1on).
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The current process of evaiating ano scneduling

projects is too slow to react to changes in the project

schedule. DOO often receives project evaluations within one

month of the project start date. It has been suggested that

evaluations should be completed at least two months prior to

the project start to allow adequate time for personnel and

equipment preparation. A scheduling module could improve

the current process by reducing the time required to develop

new project schedules, and allowing equipment and crew lists

to be developed sooner. The Vehicle Maintenance Section

could get advanced information regarding equipment scneauled

to deploy, and thus would have adequate time to inspect and

repair them. Individuals would get more advance notice of

their deployments, allowing them to complete required

training and personal actions, and reduce the stress imposed

on their families due to short notice TDYs.

The personnel and equipment assignment process could

also oenefit from OSS support. Here the system could

support manajers by checKing inuividuals assigned to a crew

list against master training and personnel dataoases for

potential conflicts with training, appointments,

administrative actions, and other considerAtions, such as

leave sctiedules and time away from station. Moreover, every

piece of e'uipment Assigned to a project could be checKed

,J~inst- i nmit.i r Qjuipt ent ind V,!11i1:.2 U.tabase for

cuntliL(:ts wit:1 i(choduied malitenanc,? and other project
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tasxing. Furtnernore, every proposuj project Jeployment

could be analyzei to determine the overall ,npact on

training schedules ana squiuron inooility redainess Stitis,

allowing managers to nake earlier adjustments to maximize

squadron readiness. The use of auto-nat4±d support in toese

processes would eliminate much of the time spent

coordinating tne crew list with tne various sections ''Figur,?

11).

Following the assignment process, the Director of

Operations reviews the final schedule, and approves or

modifies it. Here a DSS could aia nis decision uy providing

an overall picture of squadron mobility, training, manning,

equipment, and funding status based on a given project

schedule. rhis module should allow the manager to examine

the impacts to these various items from changes in the

project schedule. The system should be flexiole to allow

various managers to make inquiries ranging from tne very

detailed (such as the names of personnel deploying on a

certain project) to the aggregate (such as the total numoer

of deploying personnel for a given period).

The next point in the process where a DSS couli De

applied is in deciding the least cost mode of travel for

deploying personnel. Here a cost analysis model could be

used to compare the cost of airfare with the cost ot PJV

travel based on the LocatLon, travel distance, and

historical cost data.
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Coordiaation witn tne Funds 'anayement iectitJn tor

funds required to support a project deployment could 1lsu o2

improved tnrougn 'l3/DSJ sup port. rne :urrent -iu-iiron

information systems do not allow tne Funds Aanager to lsieas

changes in funds required caused by changes in the level of

project activity. A DSS financial forecasting module ii

requ ireu. Tnis nodule would use projec't cost inftfiation

provided by the project evaluitions to determine tn? finds

required by Element of Expense lnvest nent Code (EEl>J r r

each quarter, based on the current project schedule.

Tae final point in the proceC.3, rescieiulin4, ouli oe

improved tnrough the use of two DSS applicitions :nentioneo

previously. First, the operations Center coula use tie Cv.t

information provided in the project planning .nouile to

evaluate changes in a project's estimates completion date

(ECD). Deployed project managers could telephone DO.) to

report chanyes in project ,nilstone, (i.. a six i.-i, l

in pouring concrete for a building tounucition). o,),)

personnel could access tne CPM for tut ruJect, cna;lj, t;rw

activity start times, and the system would 3naljze and

report new nilestones an proje-t colpletion dates.

Secondly, DO0 could use the scheduling nodule to ev.iluat-

changes in the total project schedule caus,_ed by cnanqes in

an individual project's ECD.

tUMC Analysi . Tnt, descr ipt ve ind norvativ -.U,. I

developed above and typical decisions associated wita tni'

7b



process (Appendix C) were used to deter;nine the general
0,

system requirements fur supporting various JecJ.3ons.

Several cri.tical semi-structured decisions were selected fur

this analysis. rhese are listed in Table 3.r

Table j. Decisions Selected for RO, C Analysis

1. Consi.dering the affect on mobility team readiness,
should I approve this project sc'heaule?

2. Can we design this project In-house? rNno snould I
assign as Project Engineer? How should I assign
engineers to this design effort? p

3. How should we distrtbut_ squadron ouligation
authority? What are our quarterly fund requirements?

4. What stock levels should we establish for our War
Readiness Spares Kits (eJRSK)?

5. Who snould I assign to this project deployment?

6. Consi.dering that possiole changes in a project start
date nay cause deployed personnel to miss scheduledo
training, should I approve this project crew list?

7. Wnat e4uipment and vehicles snould we deploy? Wnac
vehicles should we borrow or rent?

d. When shouli this project be scheduled?

9. When should tnis traini.ng be conducted? How many
training quotas do I neea? Who should I schedule for
thi.s training?

First, key decisions were analyzed in terms of Simon's tnree

stages of decision-maxing to determine the Intelligence,

Design, and Choice activities performed by the decision

maker. Then, the detailed Requirements, Operations, Memory

aids, and Control mechanisms required of a DSS to support

those activities were determined. This ROMC analysis is

.'
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rather lengthy ana ii included in Appenax D, RU,4C Analysis

Results.

RiSK Analysis for Imleinentation

The findings generated from tnis research were usea to

identify the differences between the existing RED HORSE

squadron environment and the "ideal implementation

situation" as recommended by Alter (2:155,158). Under

Alter's ideal implementation environment

the system is to be produced oy a single
implementer for a single user who anticipates
using the system for a very definite purpose that
can be specitied in advance with great jrecision.
Including the person who will maintain it, all
parties affectea oy the system understana and
accept in advance its impact on them. All
parties have prior experience with this type of
system, the system receives adequate support,
and its technical design is feasiole ana cost-
effective. (2:157)

Comparing this environment with that in a typical AED

HORSE squadron indicates eight primary differences or risk

factors:

1. Multiple Implementers. Interviews with HQ AFESC,

HQ TAC, and RED HORSE squadron personnel indicated some

confusion as to who would implement automated management

systems in the RED HORSE squadrons. RED HORSE squadrons

lack the expertise required to implement automated

management systems and must rely on assistance from other

organizations. Problems may occur when attempting to

incorporate the interests of the squadron users, the LAAJCOM,

and HQ AFESC.
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2. Multiple Users. Different managers witnin the

squadron have different decision-making inforination needs

ana difterent Jecision-making and management styles. These

individual differences must be considered during design and

implementation to facilitate user acceptance ana ensure the

system meets the individual manager's needs. Also, the

system will require data to be provided by many different

sections. Individuals in the various sections may provide

data in a "feeder role" (2:163), but may not directly

benefit from it. Thus, they may lack motivation to provide

accurate and timely inputs.

3. Lack of a Clear Predefined Purpose. Managers in

the RED HORSE squadron generally have a good idea of their

own section's information needs, but do not fully understand

or appreciate the information needs of other sections in the

squadron. To implement a well integrated system, tnese

needs must be explored and the system's purpose,

applications, capabilities and limitations must be

understood by all users. This research is designed to

explore user needs and can be used as a basis for defining

the purpose of the system.

4. User Acceptance. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the

WANG mini-computers provided to the 820th and 823rd RED

HORSE squadrons were not totally accepted. Managers in

these squadrons were reluctant to support the cost of

installing, operating, and maintaining the system because

79
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tney could not see the benefits of the system and were not

provided adequate support to implement tne system. Tfle

system was basically a forced implementation, witn little to

no user initiation or participation.

5. Lack of Prior Knowledge of the System. RED HORSE

squadrons lack prior experience with the more complex ,

automated information management systems like BEAMS or WIAS.

However, they are developing some experience with "stand

alone" micro-computers such as tne Z-100 and Z-24b. Users

-will most likely have problems understanding the

capabilities of a new system and the use of its applications 4-

software. This may lead to disuse (not using the system) or

misuse (using the applications the wrong way).

6. Uncertainty of Funding Support. The initial costs

for implementing the new system will likely be too hign for

the squadron to absorb alone. Inadequate funding nay delay

tne implementation effort or cause users to resent the

system as being a financial millstone around tneir necK."

The estimated operating and maintenance cost for tne nc,*

system should be determined during tne design stage io tnit

the squadron can budget for them early.

7. Uncertainty of Operating Support. As nentionel

previously, the RED iORSE iquadrun envirun.f,?nt i,

1-naracterized by a constantty tuctaitrill w_)r , tor,-' '.

peop ., are .Io -,'J t ron ono Pr , ' I t .*.X'A zi .,

Because NED HORSE per ;inton ir sio 1 ,



TDY, managers are concerned tLnat trained operators wili not

be available to operate the system (12).

3. Uncertainty of Technical Design Feasioility.

Because of their lack of experience with automated

information management systems, and ill-defined information

needs, the new system may not be designed to provide the

right support to the right problems. If squadrons are to

develop the system on their own, it may not incorporate

available technology or achieve the level of integration

required to provide full squadron support.

9. Uncertainty of Cost Effectiveness. Consiaeraole

resources may be invested in the development of a new

system, only to find that advances in technology provide a

better alternative. Also, it is difficult, if not

impossible, to put a dollar value on increased effectiveness

of decision-making.
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11. CONCLJSIJNS AND RL&9JMMz-NDA!1,uN-

Tflis chapter presents tne conclaslins Aan V

analysis presented in tfle previous :ndpter. Ine C8..

and recommendations from tnis researcn will Dt iSJ.e~

the tnreea rese-arc:h oojectives: iii iieitity ar-2a-3.:&r~

i4IS/DSS systems shoUld be applied, [ 2 1 j-roviiue r2.ll

tions for the development of speCitic DS,) a .:-3

[31 provide recommnendat ions f or tne implenentat i j:! A.I

term development of tnese sisteins.

Identify MIS/L)SS Application Areas

Tne analyses Jescrioed in Cnapter 7w er2 asei

satisfy tne first rasearch oujective. I'ne Data Ana-.sis

Information Needs (Appendix 6) was ased pri.ndrili to

identify AIS applications. Phe Key Decision Matrix

(Appendix 2) was aseo to identity r-ise eisrct3~i.

unstructured decisions oest supporteJ Dy J~ .;

processes descrioed in tine normnative nodel. -aoLI- 4

summar izes t.ie var ious autvinatc~d knaiiienent ip,)L 1icat ions

recommended for RED HORSE sjuairons. ihese APP1iCAi-3"s ar,

prese~ited tor eacn kei rnanik..w in tnte LL) HORSE sI.-alron.

ICommander. rhe C:onnander's p, in-iry ie,:isions Arr,

LJn st r ac t j r i ii s Ti - -i'.ric tr 1~ r ~ tnes!- -,i-;1ons

r--juir 3 r,4e degree~ j: int-iliion trn. L,.rt ot ~l



ri
V~ 1 *4lni3 d f inas.

*:_ r ra to)rnT or perfor.narnce

r ~:r.iai lin t Aiio-ei to

-11 - I e Iu~ ' 5 'Ite-Ii. \so, iince K~ey .-ianagers

t* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : r*:~ oji tw~ L. lu te s, irr

i"A o mQZ Z ?D, i 3de~ro inail uItility

- I * O~nm~n rs _eme .neSsaj-es, taSKing, anid

I 9 no I i S it t peri l g triir r eti r n.

j ~ n~ a n Jane r Most: or trie Depaty Commariuer 's

Ae:isions 3. unstructjure3 an~i serni-structureu. The

ron110'~ ilJS Iiccitions are essentially the sa~ne as for

tne _onmander, zthmore detailei report inforinat'of

2on~r~injproje,:t pIanning and design, construction,

p-ersonnel, 2q.1inent, training, readiness, and squadron

LlnanCJAL stat"iS. oSS atipLicaitions include a module tor

projectingj Special Operational Readiness and Training Status

(SRT~'s) readiiness .iat3 oased on the drojcct programn

scnedule. Also, accesis to the project scheduling module

woula allow him to assess tne imnpact of schedule changes on

training, personnel, and equipment availability.
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Table 4. Summary of RED HORSE Automated Management System

Applications.

MIS APPLICATIONS

Project status reports Material status

Personnel status reports APR and Award suspenses

Vehicle and equipment status Leave projections

Financial status Labor accounting reports

Training rosters Mooility equipment
inventory management

Mobility readiness status

DSS APPLICATIONS

Automated CPA networks Travel cost analysis

Project evaluations Project crew selection

Readiness forecasting Project equip selection

Project scheduling Mobility load planning

Financial forecasting Design scheduling

Training scheduling Design and construction
cost estimating

Stock level estimating

OTHER

Electronic mail

Word processing

Director of Operations. The DO is primarily faced with

semi-structured decisions. Recommended MIS applications

include reports to provide information concerning project

planning and design status, construction status,

availability of branch personnel, equipment status and long-
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range availaoility, training scnedules for brancn personnel,

branch APR and award suspenses, mobility team status, and

branch financial status. Several DSS applications are

recommended for this manager. First, the automated CPM

planning module used by the Project Engineer to determine

project construction schedules could be used by the DO to

evaluate the affect of changes in the construction scneaule

on the manpower and equipment resources used by the project,

and to compute new activity start and completion dates. The

equipment planning module, used by DE to recommend RED HORSE

equipment for deployment, could be used to oetermine the

feasibility of deploying additional equipment required

during a project deployment. A project scheduling module

could be used to evaluate alternative project schedules and

determine the impact on equipment and personnel availability

as well as scheduled training for branch personnel. A SORTS

readiness forecasting module could be used to give the L.J a

graphic representation of the squadron's projected readiness

rating over time basea on a given troop training program

schedule. The DO could also benefit from a financial

forecasting moaule that could combine expenditures by each

section and display graphic representations of planned

versus actual fund expenditures and estimated expenditures

for the branch based on historical data. Finally, the DO

could use a travel cost analysis module to determine the

most cost effective mode of travel for deploying

individuals.
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Chief, Operations Center. Recommended AIS applications

include reports to provide information concerning project

planning and design status, construction status,

availability of branch personnel, equipment status and long-

range availability, detailed training and personnel

information for section personnel, and project and worK

order material cost and availability information. In

addition, an automated labor accounting module, similar to

that developed for WIMS, is recoinmendea to automate the

preparation of weekly work schedules, manhour accounting,

labor reporting, ana the preparation of the In-house vvork

Plan (IdP). Several DSS applications are recommended for

this manager. First, the automated CPM planning module,

used by the Project Engineer to determine project

construction scheaules, could be used by the DO0 to update

project status as progress reports are received from

deployed project managers. He could evaluate the affect of

changes in the project's construction schedule on the

manpower and equipment resources used by the project ana to

compute new activity start and completion dates. This

information could be provided to the Project Manager ana

used to update the troop training program schedule. rhe

project scheduling module could be used to oevelop

alternative project schedules for the troop training program

to better utilize equipment and personnel resources.
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Chief, Cantonment Flight. The Chief of Cantonment

Flight is primarily faced with structured and semi-

structured decisions. Recommended IS applications include

reports to provide information concerning project planning

and design status, construction status, availability of

section personnel, training schedules for section personnel,

section APR and award suspenses, OJT status for section

personnel, mobility team assignments, and section financial

status. Several DSS applications are recommended. First,

the automated CPM planning module could be used to provide

detailed manpower and equipment requirements for eacn day of

the proposed project. These managers could use this

information to make better crew assignments, resource

leveling, and for recommending changes to accelerate 300

progress. This manager would also benefit from a personnel

scheduling module that would help match available personnel

with pro3ect requirements after checKing for conflicts witn

scheduled leave, training, or other appointments.

Chief, Airfields Flight. Recommended AIS applications

are essentially the same as for the Chief of Cantonment

Flight, but should include detailed reports of equipment and

vehicle status including scheduled maintenance and long-term

availability, and project ana exercise taskings for all

equipment assets. DSS applications for this manager are the

same as for DOS.
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Director of Logistics. The LG is primarily faced wicn

semi-structured decisions. Recommended M1IS applications

include reports to provide information concerning project

status, material status, availability of branch personnel,

equipment status and long-range availability, training

schedules for branch personnel, branch APR and award

suspenses, mobility team status, and branch financial

status. Several DSS applications are recommended for tnis

manager. First, the SJRTS readiness forecasting module

could be used to give the LG a graphic representation of the

squadron's projected readiness rating over time oased on a

given troop training program schedule. The LG could also

benefit from a financial forecasting module that coula

combine expenditures by each section and display graphic

representations of planned versus actual fund expenditures

and estimated expenditures for tne branch based on

historical data.

Chie, Logistic Plans. Tne Chief of Logistic Plans is

primarily faced with structured and semi-structured

decisions. Recommended AIS applications include reports to

provide information concerning project status, mobility team

assignments, availability of squadron personnel, squadron

training status, status of mobility equipment and

increments, training schedules for section personnel,

section APR and award suspenses, OJT status for section

personnel, and section financial status. In addition, an
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MIS system for monitoring the status of personnel and

equipment preparation during exercises or contingency

deployments could greatly benefit these managers.

Such a system should allow all sections to report

manning status on their terminals during recalls. The

system would aggregate the information by shop and mooility

team. Requires processing events and completion times could

be displayed on terminals in each section and at the

mobility processing cneck-points. bach section and check-

point could input the status of their required actions and

the system could compute new estimated completion times -nd

flag problem areas.

Several DSS applications are recommended for this

manager. First, an automated load planning module similar

to the existin4 micro-computer based Contingency Operations/

Mobility Planning and Execution System (COMPES) should be

provided to allow load plans to be quickly developed for

various aircraft and cargo requirements. rhe SORTS

readiness forecasting module could be used to aggregate

personnel, equipment, and training information into the

monthly SORTS readiness report and to provide a graphic

representation of the squadron's projected readiness rating

over time based on a given troop training program schedule.

It could also help managers evaluate the effect that changes

in mobility teamn personnel assignments would have on the

SORTS rating.
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Chief, Supply Section. The Chief of Supply is

primarily faced with structured and semi-structured

decisions. Recommendea MIS applications include reports to

provide information concerning project status; availaoility

of section personnel; status of materials, equipment, and

weapons maintained as mobility increments; training

schedules for section personnel; section APR and award

suspenses; OJT status for section personnel; and section

financial status. In addition, the MIS system should be

capable of direct interface with the host base BCE and Base

Supply automated systems for ordering materials, making

inquiries, monitoring status of materials and ecuipment on

order, and obtaining cost and fund status reports.

* .Other MIS applications include automated inventories of

mobility equipment ana individual mobility bags to help cut

down the time required to inventory, order, and fill

personnel clothing shortages. A transaction-based MIS

system for material issues and returns could also help this

manager better control materials, while providing real-time

Rresidual material stock levels to planners developing Bill

of Material (BOM) for RED HORSE projects. One potential DS6

application is a module for estimating material requirements

based on historical data.

Chief, Vehicle Maintenance Section. The Chief of

Vehicle Maintenance is primarily faced with structured and

semi-structured decisions. Recommended MIS applications
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include reports to provide information concerning project

schedules, project status; equipment and vehicles scheduled

for deployment; status of equipment maintained as mobility

increments; availability of section personnel; training

schedules for section personnel; section APR and award

suspenses; OJT status for section personnel; and section

financial status. The MIS system should be capable of

direct interface with COPARS for ordering parts; maKing

inquiries; monitoring status of parts and equipment on

order; and obtaining inventory, cost, and fund status

reports. In addition, the system should provide a direct

interface with the host base VIMS system for transferring

vehicle maintenance information. This would prevent users

from having to duplicate data entry into both systems.

Potential DSS application areas include a module for

estimating WRSK and COPARS parts and material stock levels

basea on historical consumption data and a module to assist

managers in developing work schedules based on vehicles

scheduled for deployment, schedulea maintenance, and

personnel availaoility.

Director of Engineering. The DE is primarily faced

with semi-structured decisions. Recommended MIS

applications include reports to provide information

concerning project planning and design status, construction

status, availability of branch personnel, equipment status

and long-range availability, training schedules for branch
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personnel, branch APR an awara suspenses, mooiiity team

status, and branch financial status. In addition, the

automated system should provide automated engineering laoor

accounting to allow planning and design costs to be computeJ

ana charged against each project. Several DSS applications

are recommended for this manager.

First, an automated design scheduling mouule could be

used to develop the RED HORSE in-house design schedule based

on project design requirements and the availability of

engineers. A design manhour estimating module coald be used

to estimate the number of design nours required for each

project by skill based on historical labor accounting data.

The automated CPNI planning module used by the Project

Engineer to determine project construction schedules could

oe used by the DE to review construction schedules and

recommend changes to better utilize manpower and equipment

resources. A project scheduling module could be used to

evaluate the effect design schedules have on the troop

training program schedule. As the RH-i mobility team

Commander, the DE could use the SORTS readiness forecasting

module to produce a graphic representation of the squadron's

projected readiness rating over time, based on a given troop

training program schedule. The DE could also benefit from a

financial forecasting module that could combine expenditures

by each section an display grapiiic representations of

planned versus actual fund expenditures and estimated
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expenditures for tne branch based on historical data.

Finally, the DE could use a travel cost analysis module to

deter.nine the most cost effective node of travel for

deploying individuals.

Chief, Engineering Design Section. The MIS/DSS

applications for the Chief of Design are essentially tne

same as for the DE.

Project Engineer. Recommended MIS applications include

reports to provide information concerning project planning-

and design status, construction status, availability of

squadron personnel, equipment status and long-range

availability. Several DSS applications are recommenaea tor

use by the Project Engineer. First, A construction cost

estimating module could be used to estimate the manpower and

equipment required for a project as well as the estimated

costs. An automated CPA planning module could be use oy

the Project Engineer to determine project construction

schedules, manpower and equipment resource requirements by

day, and activity start and completion dates. The equipment

planning module could be used by PE to recommena RED HOR6f

equipment for deployment.

Headquarters Squadron Section Commander. The Squadron

Section Commander's primary decisions are unstructured and

semi-structured. while these decisions require a large

degree of intuition on the part of this manager, they can

best be supported by MIS applications that provide detailed
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and accurate personnel information on all individuals

assigned to the squadron. The system snould also provide

reports on personnel availability, squadron APR and awari

suspenses, status of personnel actions, and financial status

information for nis section.

Squadron First Sergeant. Tne MIS/OSS applications for

the First Sergeant are essentially the same as for the

deadquarters Squadron Section Commander.

Chief, Unit Administration. The Chief of

Administration's primary decisions are well structured.

Most of this manager's decision-making needs can best Oe

supportea by MIS applications toat provide aetaiLea

personnel information; and status on correspondence, APRs,

and awards.

Funds Manager. The Funds Manager is primarily facea

with semi-structured decisions. Recommended MIS

applications include reports to provide information

concerning project planning and design status, construction

status, sguadron fund expenditures by section, labor hours

against projects, material costs for projects, availability

of section personnel, training schedules for section

personnel, section APR and award suspenses. In addition,

the automatea system should provide an interface with the

host base finance office for real-time squadron financial

status. DSS applications include spreadsheets for

summarizing and graphing financial data and a financial
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estimating module to estimate funding requirements to

support the current troop training project schedule.

Chief, Training Branch. The Cnief of Training is

primarily faced with semi-structured decisions. Recommende

MIS applications include reports to provide information sucn

as squadron training rosters, personnel availability,

project schedules, mobility team assignments, squadron OJ'2

status, and section APR and award suspenses. Primary DS3

applications involve a training scheduling module to ouild

master training scheaules for all squadron personnel based

on training requirements and projected personnel

availability.

Recommendations for Development of Specific DSS Applications

A large portion of the decision-making information used

by managers in this squacron is fragmented ana aifficult to

obtain, as individual managers capture only the data cney

neel. When provided to others, information usually lacks

both the format and level of detail required for effective

use. Voluminous information--particularly project status;

personnel and equipment status and availability; and

training requirements--is captured by many sections in a

common effort to accomplish projects and maintain mobility

readiness. The large degree to which information should oe

shared suggests a strong need for an automated management

information network system.
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Although it was not an original research objective, tne

results of this research support and validate many of the

findings of the 1Ijd3 RED HORSE Information Management System

(RiIIMS) study. While the research results supported the

study's recommended applications and general system

N requirements, it provided little support to the need for an

automated interface between RED HORSE squadrons.

A mini-computer based network system, as suggested by

the original RH-Ii4S study, should be used to support the

applications recommended in the research. This

recommendation is based on the high volume of data shared

between the various squadron sections, the need for rapid

:W communication and data transfer betwieen squadron aanagers,

and the large data storage capability required to support

the suggested applications.

The results of the ROAvC analysis (Appendix D) were

summarized to determine the general system capabilities

required to support the recommenjed applications:

1. A user-friendly menu-driven systemn.

2. The ability to extract data rapidly from a w'iae
variety of databases.

3. The ability to support a complex system of user
privileges and file protection to allow information
to be input by one individual, used by another, and

4 denied to others. This would provide protection
and accountability for data supplied to the system
while protecting Privacy Act information, such as
personal data, from unauthorized use.

4. The capability to easily format reports tailored to
the individual manager's decision-making needs by
extracting data from master databases without
changing the original data.
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5. The capability to support new applications or
change existing applications as decision needs
cnange. This .nay oe facilitated tnrough easy-to-
use programming languages.

6. The capaoility to interface with host base
automated management systems through modems or
dedicated lines.

7. The capability to provide graphic representations
of data.

8. The capaoility to store nistorical data such as
project cost, vehicle maintenance histories, an"
labor utilization, on high volume data storage
devices such as disk drives and magnetic tape.

9. The capability to support word processing and
electronic mail functions.

The findings generated oy this research inaicate a

complex system of information flows witnin the RED HORSE

squadron. A staged development approacn is recommended for

developing these MIS/OSS applications. The results of tnis

research should be reviewed by both tne users ano system

designers to estaolisn a concept of operation within which

specific prototype applications would be developeo. These

applications should focus on decision areas that offer a

nigh payoff tnrough automated support. This oill provide 4

specific applications to generate user interest and provide

a basis for developing other applications.

while it was not an objective of this research to make

specific recommendations as to the type of automated

equipment that shoud,] be obtained for RED HORSE squadrons,

the findings indicate sufficient applications to warrant the

use of a mini-computer network system.
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The existing WANG mini-computers at both squadrons

should be used to support the MIS/DSS applications described

in this report. The AANG mini-computer is recommended for

several reasons. First, the equipment is on hand in oth

RED HORSE squadrons. However, since the equipment was

obtained as excess equipment from other bases, it must be

carefully inventoried, and missing or damaged parts aust oe

replaced. Second, the WANG equipment is being purchased as

the standarJ system for Engineering and Services

organizations worldwide. Because of this, many applications

developeJ by Base Civil Engineering units could be modified

or used directly by RED HORSE squadrons. Furthermore, RED

HORSE squadrons could benefit from the interface

capabilities, with other base computers, being developed for

the WANG based WIMS system (26). Finally, the

implementation of the WANG equipment in other Engineering

and Services organizations should ease the implementation

effort for RED HORSE squadrons, since personnel transferreu

from BCE squadrons to REi HORSE squadrons woula benefit from

prior experience with the WANG equipment. Also, technical

assistance could be obtained from the 61AJCOMS and HQ AFSSC,

who have extensive experience with the W'ANG equipment.

System Implementation and Long-term Development

This section will discuss a general strategy for

successful implementation of automated management systems

for RED HORSE squadrons. Although the specific
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implementation tasks performed will depena on the type of

system chosen, the guidelines presented here should apply to

any implementation effort. The recommendea strategy was

developed by combining strategies recommended by Keen and

Morton (2d), Alter (2), and Multinovich and Vlanovicn (32)

into a general strategy directed toward the reduction of tne

implementation risk factors developed in Chapter 5. The

recommended implementation strategy is outlined below:

1. Determine User Needs. In this phase, the tdSD HOiSE

organizational environment is examined to determine problems

requiring automated support (32:10) and to aetermine the

degree to which users feel a need for an automated system.

During this phase, discussions with users help them better

conceptualize their decision-making information needs. This

aids in developing a clear pre-defined purpose, and reduces

the risk of technical design problems. User initiation is

established early as individuals are given the opportunity

to voice their ideas and make recommendations for automated

support. User involvement snould be maintained through the

implementation process. This serves to improve user

acceptance by securing user initiation ana involvement.

2. Develop an Implementation Plan. In this phase, a

concept of operation is developed that defines the purpose

of the system, the application areas, and general

capabilities of the system. This provides the written

definition of an immediate and visible problem to work on, a

b
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critical factor noted by Keen (28:19b). This plan will nelp

users understand the system's impact on them and facilitate

their acceptance. Active support ana participation by

automation experts from HQ TAC and HQ AFESC is required to

guide the squadrons in the development of this plan. This

plan should address all risk factors affecting successful

implementation, and tnerefore serves to reduce all risk

factors.

3. Acquire Required System Support. This phase

involves "selling the system to users and top management"

(2; 28). Top management support, both at the squadron level

and MAJCOM, is required to secure support for resources

required to effectively design, install, ana implement toe

system. Top management support provides a clear signal that

management supports the effort and heips secure the

cooperation and support of users. MAJCOM support helps

provide the technical assistance, equipment and funding

required to develop, install, and maintain the system.

4. Form an Implementation Team. During this phase a

team is formed to monitor the overall development and

implementation effort and to improve communication between

the system designers and the users. To better integrate the

system applications between tne various squadron sections,

the +-eam should include one representative trom each branch

and special staff function. It is also recommended that the

squadron Deputy Commander serve as chairman of tnis team to
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resolve possible contlict Oetween branches duringN

implementation. The implementation team should attempt to

maintain user involvement and Keep them informed of the

implementation progress, through periodic briefings at staff

meercings and Commander's Calls. This strategy helps reduce

the problems associated with multiple implementers and

multiple users, by providing a focal Doint for incorporating

the interests of all users into the system development

effort.

5. Use an Evolutionary Approach. The system shoul be

designed and implemented using an iterative process, with

frequent feedback from users to ensure the system satisfies

their needs. This will prevent the expenditure of much time

and resources developing a system tnat doesn't worK. when

introducing the system into the squadron, implementers

should be careful not to overwhelm the users witn tasks and

responsibilities, or cause such a disruption to their

activities as to create resentment towari the systea. If

the system is complex, with many capabilities and

applications, it should be introduced in stages.

The simplest applications, such as word processing and

electronic mail, should be introduced first. This will

provide users with immediate and useful applications and

help generate their interest and enthusiasm. Next,

databases and small models should be introduced to provide

information reports and other MIS applications to improve

.
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the flow of decision-making information through tne

squadron. Since most information is maintained in a manual

information system, much time will oe required to input aata

into the system. The implementation team and system

tecnnical support personnel should worK closely witn

individual users during this phase to ensure they understand

how the information will oe usea, and to ensure it is

accurate and in the correct format. Finally, as users gain

more proficiency in the use of the system, and the aatabasas

are established, prototype DSS modules should be introduced.

System designers should work with DSS users to design

these modules while the MIS applications are being

introauced. These prototype DSS modules should provide

decision support in "high payoff areas", such as pro3ect,

design, and training scheduling; and personnel ana eqainent

selection. This will allow users to gain immediate benefits

while serving as a starting point for the development of

other applications.

6. Institutionalize tne System. After the sySt rm is

introduced into the squadron, specific actions are required

to ensure the system meets users' needs. During this phase,

training must be provided to all users ana system

maintainers.

Training should be accomplished in a formal classroom

setting, using realistic example problems that the user can

relate to. Training manuals should oe written from the
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user's point of view--not tne progra.nmer's--and snoulI

expiain how to use the system instead of how tne system 4as

constructed (37:3o). Training should emphasize what the

system can do for the user, instead of emphasizing rigid

requirements for the user to support the system. 'inaily,

care must be taken to avoid overwhelming the trainees with

too much documentation at the beginning of the training, or

they will become so frustrated that tneir learning effort

will oe blocked (37:39). rraining courses shoula be

carefully sequenced to meet user needs. Documentation

should be written at a level "below the perceived

comprehension level of the intended reader" (37:38).

Management should also adopt a policy tnat encourages

voluntary use of the system by allowing users to be creative

in the development of new applications or the retinement of

existing applications, tailored to meet their individual

management style. In other cases management nust insist on

mandatory use. This is required when "the system is a

medium for integration and coordination in planning"

(2:169). Mandatory use will most likely be required in

maintaining current ano accurate personnel, project,

equipment, and training data. In these cases, the user's

responsibility for data used by the system must be clearly

defined.
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Recommendations for Further Study

As mentioned in the scope and limitations of Chapter 1,

this research did not address the automation needs of a RED

HORSE squadron deployed under field conditions. Pernaps

critical information could be down loaded from the squadron

mini-computer to small micro-computers that could be easily

deployed with the deploying mobility team. Future research

shoula address these needs. The methodology used in this

research effort could be used to accomplish that objective.

Future researchers should also consider the effect of

technology on our automated management systems. Continued

research is required to assess technological advances in

automated systems and the potential application of that

technology to Air Force Engineering and Services. Continued

effort is required to develop specific programs to support

*our managers ana their aecision support applications.

Finally, future researchers should address the need for

evaluating the performance of our automation development

efforts to provide feedback for monitoring the

implementation process, for better defining future

automation requirements, and to provide some "lessons

learned" tnat could be applied to future development

efforts.

1
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Appendix A: Interview Questions

1. What are some of the routine decisions you maKe? How
are they made?

2. What are some of the nardest decisions you make? -ow
are they made?

3. ,qhat information is most critical to the etfective
management of your section? How do you use tais
information?

4. What information must oe reported up the chain of -

command to the Commander or LAJCOM?

5. What tnings are you currently using the computer to do? a

6. What are some decision-making processes that you would
like to automate?

7. What information is tracked at the Commander's Update %
Briefing? %

a.

8. What type of things would you like to prelict or
forecast if you could?

9. What activities in your section would you like to see
made more efficient and effective? Why?
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APPENDIX B: DATA ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION NEEDS

D D 0 L L L L D O C
INFORMATION OR C C 0 0 0 0 L G G G G D E E S D C 0 F
DATA LE C D OO S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

PROJECT TRACKING

project number U U U U U UU UUU U U

project title U U U I U U U U U U U U U U U

projectdescription U U U I U U [ UU U J U U U

location U U U I U U U U U U U U U U U U U U

command priority U U U I U U U U U U

command approved U U U I U U U U U

project evaluation U U U U U U U UU UIU U

fund status U U U I U U U U I

start/complete date U U U I U U U U U U U U U U U U U U

personnel assigned O U U U I I U U U U I U U U U U U

equipment assigned U U U U U I U U UU UU U

design status U U U U U U I U

construction status U J U I U J 0 U U UU U

material status U U U I U U U U I U J U

problem areas U U I O U U U U U UI I J U U U

Legend:

I - Section inputs and uses this information
U - Section only uses this information
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D D D L L L D D C

INFORMATION OR C C 0 0 0 0 L G G G G D E E S D C 0 F
DATA ELEMENT C D 0 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

PROJECT DESIGN

project engineer U O U U U O O O U U I U U U U U U

project manager U U U I U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U

design priority U U U U U I J U

design status U U U U U U I U

design hours req'd U

PRJECT PLANNING
(CPM & EVALUATION)

engr performance U U U I U
standards (EPS)

manpower req'd U U U U U U U U U U UI

equipment req'd U U U U U U U U UI U

material req'd (BOM) I U U U U I U

personnel avail U U U I I O U I OU I U U U

?H equip avail U U U U U I U U I U

host BCE equip avail U U U U U U U U 

equip depreciation I U U
rates e-

equip fuel U U I U
consumption data

equip rental rates U U I .

travel distance U U U U I

RH labor shop rate U U U U U U I

milestones/dates U U O U U U U U U U U I I U U U
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D D D L L L L D D C
INFORMATION OR C C D 0 O 0 L G G G G D E E S5 C 0 F
DATA ELEMENT C D 0 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

PROJECT COST

approved funded U U U I U UU U

approved unfunded U U U I U U U U

project fund code U U U U U U

ESP I code U U UU U I

per dien expended U I U

travel expended U I U

equip O&M expended U I U

fuel expended U I U U

rental. equip expended U I J U

material expended U U I U U

RH laoor exoended U I I I U

cost center J I U U

equip depreciation U I

expended

planning and design U U ! I I
expended

total funded expended U U U U U U U

total unfunded U U U U U I U
expended

Emergency Special Project
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0 D D L L L L D D C
INFORMATION OR C C D 0 0 0 L G G G G D E E S D C 0 F
DATA EEIMENT C O 0 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

EQUIPMENr/VEHICLES

registration no. U U U U U U U U I U U U U U U

type U U U U U U U U I U U U U U U

nomenclature U U U U U U U U I U U U U U U

assigned shop U U U U U U U U I U U U U U U

location U U U I U U U U U IT U U U U U

mileage/operating hrs U U I

scheduled maint due U U I U

VaD/VDP 2 status U U U U U U U U I U j U U

discrepancy U U U U U U U U I U U U U

maint method U U r
(IHI, base, contract)

date in U U U I

ETIC 3  U U U U U U 1 1 1 j U U U U U

maint work order 4 U

parts status U

TCT 4 record I

vehicles awaiting U U U U U U I
disposition

2 Veicle Down for Maint/Veicle Down for Parts

3 Estimated Tim in Commision

Tecnicai order conpliance record
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D L LL D0 C
INFORMATION OR C C D 0 0 O L G G G G D E E S D C 0 F
DATA ELEMENr C D O 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

MAIMT SUPPLY

part # I U

stock 4 1 U

nomenclature I U

unit of issue I U

unit cost U U

qty on hand iU

location LU

req'd stock level LU

priority U I

fill rate U U I

.RDD5 I

source of supply

5 Required Delivery Date
I

Estimated Delivery Date

N-r

1 ii



D D D L L L L D D C
INFORMATION OR C C D 0 0 0 L G G G G D E E S 0 C 0 F
DATA ELMENr C 0 OS P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

SUPPLY - EQUIP

CA/CRL7 account U U U U O U U I U U U U O U U

stock number U U U U U U U U U U O U U U U

nomenclature U U O U U U U I U U U U U U U

unit of issue U U U U U U U I U U U U U U U

qty on hand U I I I U I I U I U I I I I I

unit cost O U U U U U U I O U U U U U U

serial number U I U
(weapons)

PMEL8 inspections/ U U U I U U I
date due

SUPPLY - COTHING

type bag U I

bag # I r

mobility position 4 I U

stock number I

nomenclature U I

size "

quantity req'd U U I

quantity on hand U U I

location U I

7 Custodian Authorization/Custody Receipt Listing

Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory

111 4
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D D D L L L L D D C
INFORMATION OR C C D O 0 0 L G G G G D E E S D C O F
DATA EMr C D 0 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

WRSK/WRM9 MIAFMEr

stock # O I I

part # U I I

nomenclature OII

quantity req'd U I I U

quantity on hand U U U I

location U0 1U

shop/section OPRI 0  I U U

9 War Readiness Supply Kit/War Reserve Material

10 Office of Primary Responsibility

112
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D D D L L L L D D C
INFORMATION OR C C D 0 0 O L G G G G D E E S D C 0 F
DATA ELEMENT C D 0 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

SUPPLY - REQUISITIONS

work orderi I U U U U U U

prfacility # I U r

installation code I

org code U U U U I U U U U U U U U I

shop code I I I I U I Q I I I I I I U

stock # I II I U I U I I I I I I I

nonclature U I U I I I I I 1

unit of issue I U U U I U U U I U U U U U

quantity req'd I I I I U I I I I I I I I I

est unit cost U U U U I U U U U U U U U U

actual cost U U U U I U U U U U U U U"

item location U U U U I U U U U U U U U

source of supply

date ordered U UU J I U U U U U U U U ,

priority U U U U I U U U U U U U j j

req'd delivery date I I I I I I I I I

estdelivery date U U U U I U U U U U U U U U

transaction ID U U U U I U U U U U U U Uj

custodian request II I I U I I I I I I

data received U U U U I U U U U U U U U U
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SDD L L L L DD C
INFORMATION OR C C D 0 0 0 L G G G G 0 E E S D C 0 F
DATA ELEMENT C D 0 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

TOOL ISSUE

stock 4 U U U I

description I I I U

name I I LU

shop/section I I I U

date out II LU

date due-in I I I U

date returned I I I U

RESIDUAL MATERIALS

stock* UU U I U U

ncmenclature U U U I O U

unit of issue U U U I U U
quantityonand U U U I U U

unit cost U U U I U U

location U U U I U U

date received U U U I 0 U

work order# U U U I U U

1 14



DD D L L L L D D C
INFOR1ATION OR C C D 0 0 0 L G G G G D E E S D C 0 F
DATA ELEM C D 0 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A T M

MOBILITY/READINESS

mobiity increment# U U U U U U U I U U U u U U U -

nomenclature U U U U U O U I U U U U U U U p

increment manager/alt U U 1 0 U U I U j U U I j u I J-

responsible shop U U I U U U I U U U U I U U I U ..

mobility position --
number U U U U U U I U U U U U U U U

team assigned U j I U U U I j U U U I U U U U

load list U U U I I I U I I I U II I

weight/cube I I I U U I I I U I I

hazardous cargo data I I I U U I I I U I I $5

cargo couriers U U U U U U U I U U U U U U U U

load plan U U U U U U U I U U U U U U

troop commanders U U 0 U U U I U U U U U U U

cargo restrictions U U U I U U U U U U

sensitive cargo U IIIU U I I I I I I I

weapons couriers U U U U U U I U U U U U U U

115
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D D D L L L L D D C
INFORMATION OR C C D 0 0 0 L G G G G D E E S D C 0 F
DATA ELEI4ENT C D 0 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

FINANCIAL

RC/CC 1 1  U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

EEIC 12  U O U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

oudget authority U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U J U i

funded requirement U U I U U U I U U U U I U I I I I U

unfunded requirement U U I U U U I U U U U I U U U I I I U

commitments U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

ooligations U U U U U U U j U U U U U U U U U U0I

quarterly targets U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

purchase request 4 U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

contract 0 U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U UU I

date U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

Fiscal year U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

..%

11 Responsibility Center/Cost Center code

12 Element of Expense Investment Code

116 Ii
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D D L L L L D D C
INFOMTION OR C C D 0 0 0 L G G G G D E E S D C 0 F
DATA ELEM C D 0 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

INDIVIDUAL PERSONNEL

name/rank U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U O I U U

date of ranK U U U U U U O U U U U 0 U U U U I U U

date of birth U U U U U O U U U U U U U U J U I U U

ssan U U O U U U U U U U U U U U U J I U U

date arrived station U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I U U ,.

projected departure U U U U U U U U U3 J U 0 U U U U I U U '

duty section/shop U U U U U U U U O J J U U U U U I U U .h

home address/phone U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U T U U " "

marital status U U U U U U U U U U O J U U U U 1 0 U-"

dependent info U U U U U U U U U J U U U U U U I U U

TOY history U U U U U U U O U U U U U U U I U U U

PERSONNEL M-

meal card J U-

security clearance U U U UO U U U J U U J J I O U J ]

passport U U I

UIF 13/ con t rol roster U U U U U U O I

.5

medical profiles U O U U U I U

physical fitness data U U I U .

position U U U u U U U I U 0
author izations ,

reporting official U J U U U U U U U U U U U U U I U U U ..

personnel supervised U U U U U u U U U U U u U U U I U U U .

.

leave proectios O U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I U U U

1.
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D D L L L L DD C
'1 INFORMATION OR C C D OO 0 L G G G G D E E S D C 0 FDAT ELEENT CD 00 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

ADMINISTRATION

OER/AR 14 suspenses U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I U U U

additional duties U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I U U

appointments U U U U U U U U U U j U U U U I U U i

* award/decoration U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I U U U
mm" suspenses

other suspenses U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I U U U

TDY order 4/date U U U U I U U

amendment */date U U U U I U i

TAC trip 4 15  U U U U I U O

departure date U U U I U U U U U U U U U U U U U gU

est return date U U j I U U U U U U U U U U U U I U U

ode of departure I U U U U U U U I U

special. I I U U UU U U U U
author izations

14 fficer Effeciveness Rating/Airman Performance Report

15 Control number from HQ TAC. Only required for over-seas deployments
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0 0 D L L L L 0 0 C
INFORMATION OR C C DOQOL G G GG DE ES C 0F
DATA ELEMENT CD0O0S PGX T SFEE P E AQT M

TRAItNING

type reqt U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

.:4,

.4

frequency UU UU UU UUU U UUJUU U UU I

personnel requiring
training U UU UU UU UU U UUU0U U U I

personnel trained U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I -

.4,

date accoaplished U U UU U UU UU U U U JU I

i%,

date due U U Ci C U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

location of raining U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

CDC1 6 course no. U U U U U U U U U U U U I 1 4

start dae0 0 U U U I U

complete'date U U O U U U U U U U U U I U

testuate U U U UUUa U U U U U I U

16 Career Develoanent Course
1e e 1

traiingU U U U U O U U U U U U U -4

persnne traned U U U O U U U U U O U O O I',".'

%A'-

dareaccmplihed U U U O O O O O O U U d O O '-

.4 '
datedue U U OO OU O O OO OU U I.

locaionof tainng U U U U U U U U U U U U U I

CDC
1  

couse n. U O U O O O O U O I. 4.

sr~ar dac O U U U U O U U U U U -

competedat U U O U U U U U U U U -

testdateU U U U U U U U U U I U'..
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D D D L L L. L D O C

INFORMATION OR C C DO O O L G G G 1D E E S D C 0 F
DATALEN C 0 0 0 S P G X T S F E E P E A Q T M

HAZARD/MISHAP REPORTS

hazard report# U U U U U U I U U U U

type U U U U U U I U U U U

suamitter U U U U j U I U U U U

description U U U U U I U UU

date received U U U U U U I U U U U

date forwarded U U U U U U I U U U U

suspense date U U U j U U I U U U U

OPR U U U U U U I U U U U

mishap report 4 U U U U U U I U U U U

name U U U U U O I U U U U

duty section O U O U U U I U U U U

AFSC17 U U U U U U I U U U U

age U U U j U U I U U U U

sex j U U U U I U U Uj

date of nisnap/time U U U U U U I U U U U

location U U U U U U I O U U U

description U U U U U U I U U U U

est cost damage U U U U U U I U U U U

17 Air Force Specialty Code
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APPENDIX C: KEY DECISION4 MATRIX
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Appendix D: RONIC Analysis Results.

The required DSS capabilities for various decisions

I.

were determined by first analyzing each decision in tert~s of

Simon 's three stages of decision making, then identifying

the RO:4C components related to eacn stage.

DECISION: Considering the affect on Mobility team readiness,
should I approve this project schedule? (C' co,
DO)

I114TE LL IGE NCE

- Gatner data on projects scheduled for a particular
time period

-.

'.

- For eacn of the above projects, identify thle
specific personnel and equipment assets scheduled to
deploy on thSe project for eac a day

- For each individual and each equipment item identify

the mobility team assigned -

DESIGN

- Summarize data elements

- Plot the total percentage of people available
against time for each project with separate graph
line representing the total

- Plot the total percentage of equipment available

against time for each project with separate grap
line representing the total

CHOICE

- Select the mobility team whose mobility status you

want to graph

- Select for removal a project that has the greatest
impact on mobility team readiness

- Chose other alternative project schedules to plot

131



Summarizing the above in terms of tne ROAC components,

we identify the following the following required DSS

capabilities:

REPRESENTATIONS

- Lists of projects

- Lists of personnel and equipment for each project

- Graphs of assets available versus time

OPERATIONS

- Query the data base

- Extract and combine elements from multiple databases

- Summarize statistics for the data

- Plot graphs

- Print tables or graphs

MEMORY AIDS

- Extracted data on projects

- Work space for saving information displayed

- Databases

CONTROL MECHANISMS

- Menus and function Keys

- Help Screens and error messages

'3

S.
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DECISION: Can we design this project In-nouse? Who should

I assign as Project Engineer? How should I
assign engineers to this design effort? (DE,
DEE)

INTELLIGENCE

- Review current design schedule

- Review Troop Training Project schedule for
individual project start date, completion date, ana
priority

- Review availability of eacn engineer using leave ano
TDY schedules

- Define major activities and manhours requirea for
each project

- For each engineer, determine his skill (Civil,
Electrical, etc.), the percent of time available for
design, and his relative efficiency

DESIGN

- Starting with the highest priority project, assign
individuals based on their skill, availability , and
efficiency

- Compute activity start and completion dates basea on
design hours required for each activity, tne percent
of the time the individual is available for design,and his efficiency

- Adjust availability information for each individual
as he is scnedulea

- Repeat for next highest priority project, then the
next, until all projects are scheduled

- Display recommended design schedule

CHOICE

- Manually choose individual engineers to be assigned
to specific projects or activities

- Select new activity start and completion dates

- Update current design schedule, delete this
analysis, or perform new analysis
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Summarizing tne above in terms of tae ROMC cotnponents,

we identify the following the following required DSS

capabilities:

REPRESENTATIONS

- Lists of projects and their status information

- Lists of personnel, their skill, and availability

- Gantt chart for displaying design schedules

- Screen forms for data entry

OPERATIONS

- Query multiple aatabases

- Extract and combine elements from multiple databases

- Select individual for task based on predetermined
decision rules

- Update engineer availability to reflect each task
assigned

- Compute start and completion dates for each task

- Plot Gantt Charts

- Print tables or charts

MEMORY AIDS

- Extracted data on projects, design requirements, and
engineer availability

- Work space for saving information displayed

- Databases for maintaining design schedule

CONFROL MECHANISMS

- Menus and function Keys

- Help Screens and error messages
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DECISION: Jow should we distribute squaaron obligation
authority? What are our quarterly fund
requiretaents? (FM)

I AT ELL IC-EN CE

- Review budget request from each branch

- Review project schedule

- Review funds required to support each project

DESIGN

- Divide projects according to the fiscal quarter in

which they will be accomplished

- Total the funds required for all projects in each

quarter by EEIC

- Total the funds required for all branches in eacn
quarter by EEIC

- Add funds required to support training projects to
funds required by each branch

- Graph funds required for each quarter by EEIC

CHOICE

- Select line item from branch budget request or
project fund requirement for change

- Select another time period for analysis

- Select information to be displayed, printed, or
graphed

Summarizing the above in terms of the ROMC components,

we identify the following the following required DSS

capabilities:

REPRESENTATIONS

- Display Branch Budget request documents

- On-screen Data entry forms

- Lists of projects

135



- Lists of funds requirea for each project

- Graphs of planned versus actual expenditures

OPERA21ONS

- Query multiple daraoases

- Sort projects by data

- Summarize cost data for projects by time period

- Combine cost data from multiple databases

- Plot graphs

- Print tables or graphs

MEMORY AIDS

- Extracted project cost data

- workspace for saving information displayed

- source databases for project scneduling and cost
data

- source databases for Branch and pro3ect fund
expenditures

CONTROL MECHANISMS

- Marx and bound key to highlite aisplayed data

- Menus and function keys

- Help screens and error messages

- Flashing data fields to indicate incomplete data or
data that needs updating

136
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DECISION: What stock levels should we estaolisn for our 4ar

Readiness Spares Kits (aRSM)? (LGT)

I N rELL IG ENCE

- Examine historicdl data from maintenance worK order

files

- Examine current WRSK inventory aata

- Examine type and number of vehicles and heavy
equipment items assigned to each mobility team

- Estimate the mileage or hours of operation for each
type of equipment on each mobility team

DESIGN

- Determine the parts used and vehicle type,

registration number, and mileage or operation hours
for each vehicle or heavy equipment ite~n

- Total the number of each type part required for each

vehicle and its total mileage or operation hours

- Compute failure rate for each part based on mileage
or operation hours

- Compute expected quantity of parts required by part

number and vehicle or equipment type for each

mobility team

- Display results

CHOiC

- Select time period for analysis

- Change estimates of mileage or operation hours for
each vehicle

- Select data to be printed, saved, or deleted

13
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iummarizing the above in terms of the ROMC components,

we identify tne following the following required DSS

capabilities:

REPRESENTAIONS

- Lists of part numbers, stock numbers, quantity on
hand, and quantity required

- On screen data entry forms

- Parameters to be selected in performing an analysis

OPERATIONS

- Extract data from multiple databases

- Sort extracted data

- Compute part consumption rates oased on historical

consumption data and mileage or operating hours

- Save resulting information

- Compute required stock levels for time period
selected

MEMORY AIDS

- Archived databases on tape or other mass storage
devices

- Result databases

- Workspace for storing displayed information

CONTROL MECHANISMS

- Mark and bound key to nighlite displayed data

- Menus and function keys

- Help screens and error messages

- Flashing data fields to indicate incomplete data
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DECISION: Mho should I assign to this project crew? (DOS,
DOP)

INTELLIGENCE

- Review project requirements

- Review personnel availability

- Review training schedule

- Review individual personnel TDY history

DESIGN .

- List personnel available during project timefrane

- Search training database for each individual listed
to determine and list all training conflicts

- Search personnel database for each individual to
determine and list all required personnel actions
and appointments

- Display individuals selected, tneir last TDY,
duration, and total number of days TDY in last 12
months

- Update personnel database to reflect availability
status for individuals selected

CHOICE

- Select time period for analysis

- Select search parameters (AFSC, name, shop assigned)

- Select individual for assignment to project

139
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Summarizing the above in terms of the ROMC components,

we identify the following the following required DSS

capabilities:

REPRESENTATIONS

- Lists of projects, personnel required, personnel

available, training and appointment conflicts

- Search parameters for selecting type of analysis

OPERATIONS

- Query the multiple dataoases

- Extract data subsets from multiple databases

- Search for matching parameters

- Display lists

- Print lists

- Update databases

MEMORY AIDS

- Extracted data on projects

- Extracted data on personnel

- Work space for saving information displayed

- Databases

CONTROL MECHANISMS

- Menus and function Keys

- Help Screens ana error messages

- Functions to "Highlite" or mark selected data
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DECISION: Considering that possible changes in a project

start date may cause deployed personnel to miss
scheduled training, snould I approve this project
crew list? (CC, CD, DO)

INTELLIGENCE

- Select a project from the project schedule

- Gather data on individuals scheduled for this
project

- User specifies a time period for the sensitivity

analysis (. number of days for early start, +n, or
number of days for late start, -n

DESIGN

- Adjust each persons scheduled deployment period by

the number of days specified for the analysis

- Search master training database for scheduled

training required by each individual for the
adjusted deployment period

- Display resulting data by individuals name, type

training, and date requirea

CHOICE

- Select individual for replacement

- Insert name of alternate individual for assignment
consideration and repeat the analysis

- Select another time period for analysis

Summarizing the above in terms of the ROMC components,

we identify the following the following required DSS

capabilities:

REPRESENTATIONS

- Lists of projects

- Lists of personnel scheduled for each project

- Lists of training conflicts
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OPERATIONS

- Query the data base

- Extract data subsets from multiple databases

- Search for matching parameters

- Display lists

- Print lists

MEMORY AIDS

- Extracted data on projects

- Extracted data on personnel

- Work space for saving information displayed

- Databases

CONTROL MECHANISMS

- Menus and function Keys

- Help Screens and error messages

- Functions to "Hignlite" or mark selected data
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DECISIN: dhat equipment and vehicles should we deploy?
What vehicles shoild we borrow or rent? (PE, DO,
DOP)

INTELLIGENCE

- Review vehicles and equipment required to support

the project and the time period in which they will
be required

- Review availability of RED HORSE equipment and

vehicles

- Review availability of equipment at deployed

location

DESIGN

- List tne RED dORSE equipment projected to be

available for the time periods specified

- List the type of equipment normally availaole from

the SCE or by local rental at the project location

- Compute the estimated cost of deploying and

operating RED HORSE equipment listed above

- Compute estimated rental cost for this same type

equipment

- Capture this information and save for use in project

evaluation

CHOICE

- aelect RED HORSE equipment for project deployment

- Choose different time periods for analysis to
investigate feasioility of changes in tne

construction schedule

Summarizing the above in terms of the ROMC components,

we identify the following the following required 0SS

capabilities:

REPRESENTATIONS

- Lists of projects, equipment requirements, cost data

- Lists of equipment available by type and time period
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On screen data entry forms

OPERArIONS

- Query multiple dataoases

- Extract and combine data from multiple databases

- Cross check selected equipment for availability

- Compute cost of deploying equipment and cost of
* renting equipment oased on distance and operating

hours

MEMORY AIDS

- Extracted data on equipment available

- Extracted cost data

- Work space for saving information displayed

- Databases for maintaining equipment and cost data

CONTROL MECHANISMS

- Menus and function Keys

- Help Screens and error messages

- Functions to "Highlite" or mark selected data
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DECISION: When should this pro]ect be schedulea? (DO0, DO,
DE, CD)

INTELLIGENCE

- Review current project schedule

- Examine project to be scheduled for priority and
desireu start and completion dates

- Determine manpower required by shop for each day
from CPM

- Determine equipment required by type for eacn day
from CPM

- Review personnel and equipment availability

DESIGN

- Ado the project's manpower requirements to the

current schedule and list projected shortages by
shop and time period

- Add the project's equipment requirements to the
current schedule and list projected shortages by
equipment type and time period

- Repeat this process using different manpower and

equipment requirements and different time periods

- Update master schedule from this analysis

CHOICE %

- Select time period for project start

- Select project to be scheduled

- Select parameters to be modified (number of

personnel required, dates required, etc.)

- Choose feasible solution to be used to update master 'A

schedule
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Summarizing the aoove in terms of the ROMC components,

de identify the following tne following required DSS

capabilities:

REPRESENTArIONS

- Lists of projects, dates, personnel, and equioment
requirements

- Lists of manpower and equipment available

- Lists of projects scheduled, priority, estimated
start and completion dates

OPERATIONS

- Extract project requirements from project planning
database

- Extract personnel and equipment availacility dac-

- Combine data fields and display results

- Update source dataoases with new pro3ect schedule,
personnel, and equipment availability

MEMORY AIDS

- Extracted data on projects, personnel, ana equipment

- 4ork space for saving information displayed

- Databases for maintaining source data

CONTROL MECHANISMS

- Menus and function Keys

- Help Screens and error messages

- Functions to "Highlite" or mark selected data
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DECISION: When snoulo this training requirement oe
conducted? How many quotas do I need for tnis
class? Who should I schedule tor this training?
(OT)

INTELLIGENCE

- Review training database

- Review personnel availability

DESIGN

- For each training requirement, list number of
individuals due training each month

- Sort above list by date training required

- For each training type and class date, list
individuals requiring training

- Searcn for personnel availaole for each training
session

CHOICE

- Select dates for training to be conducted

- Select individuals for each training session

Summarizing the above in terms of the ROAC components,

we identify the following the following required DSS

capabilities:

REPRESENTATIONS

- Lists of training requirements

- Lists of personnel available for training

- On screen data entry forms

OPERATIONS

- Search master training database and extract
individuals requiring training

- Sort extracted database by type training required
and time period
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- Search personnel personnel availability database and

display individuals availaole for each class date

- Display master training scheaules

- Update dataoases

MEMORY AIDS

- Extracted data on training requirements, personnel

availability, and training schedules

- Work space for saving information displayed

- Databases for maintaining source data

CONTROL MECHANISMS

- Menus and function Keys

- Help Screens and error messages

- Functions to "Highlite" or mark selected data

- Flashing data fields to indicate incomplete data or

data that requires updating
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